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Preface 
 
Welcome to the second international workshop on Cross Lingual Information Access 
(CLIA 2008), with a focus on "Addressing the Information Need of Multilingual 
Societies".  
 
In this workshop, like in the previous year, our aim was to bring together various trends 
in cross and multi-lingual information retrieval and access. This year we have accepted 
eight papers after a careful review process and these accepted papers are included in the 
proceedings. 
 
The workshop will have four sessions, each focusing on a specific theme: Cross 
Language Information Retrieval, Translations and Transliterations in CLIR, Information 
Extraction/Summarization in CLIR contexts, and, finally a session on the overview of the 
experiences of Indian research groups in the CLEF-2007 competition. 
 
There are three papers in the first session on Cross Language Information Retrieval: 
The first paper explores the effects of language relatedness on multilingual Information 
retrieval. This paper presents a case study with Indo-European and Semitic Languages 
and addresses some of the challenges posed by Semitic languages IR. The paper on 
Identifying Similar and Co-referring Documents Across Languages, authors make use of 
Vector Space Model (VSM) and Named Entities in identifying the co-reference and 
similarity. In the paper on finding parallel texts on the web using cross-language 
information retrieval, CLIR techniques are used in combination with structural features to 
retrieve candidate document pairs from the web. These three papers are part of the 
session on Cross Language Information Retrieval. 
 
In the second session on Translations and Transliterations in CLIR, we will again have 
three papers will be presented: The first paper presents results of some experiments in 
Mining Named Entity Transliteration Pairs from Comparable Corpora, employing 
English-Tamil named entity parallel comparable corpus texts. The second paper on 
Domain-Specific Query Translation for Multilingual Information Access using Machine 
Translation Augmented with Dictionaries Mined from Wikipedia authors demonstrates 
that effective query translation for CLIA can be achieved in the domain of cultural 
heritage using a standard MT system, and that domain specific phrase dictionaries that 
are may be automatically mined from the online Wikipedia. The paper Statistical 
Transliteration for Cross Language Information Retrieval using HMM alignment model 
and CRF, presents a technique that combines HMM and CRF for transliteration task in 
CLIR.  
 
In the third session we have two papers. The first paper is Script Independent Word 
Spotting in Multilingual Documents, which describes a system that accepts a query in the 
form of text from the user and returns a ranked list of word images from document image 
corpus based on similarity with the query word. The second paper is about building a 
document graph based multi-document summarizer that makes use of a graph model at 
offline processing time as well as the query time. 
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Finally, in addition to all the refereed papers, we have six invited presentations by various 
teams focusing on Indian language CLIR. These presentations are based on the work 
done by these teams for Ad-hoc task in Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) in 
2007. Teams from IIT Bombay (focusing Marathi, Hindi), IIT Kharagpur (Bengali and 
Hindi), IIIT Hyderabad (Telugu and Hindi), Microsoft Research India (Tamil, Telugu and 
Hindi) and Jadhavpur University (Bengali, Telugu and Hindi) will present their work to 
achieve CLIR for queries in Indian languages and documents in English. In this special 
session, a team from ISI, Kolkata will make a presentation on FIRE (Forum for 
Information Retrieval Evaluation), a proposed cross language evaluation forum, 
specifically for Indian languages. Abstracts of these presentations are also included in 
these proceedings. 
 
We would like to thank all authors for the hard word that they have put in, in submission, 
rework and presentation. The workshop would not be possible without them. We would 
also like to thank the program committee and all the reviewers for their valuable 
feedback. We hope you would enjoy the workshop. 
 
"We would like to thank Minhaj Babji for all his help in preparing these proceedings as 
well as supporting the organizing committee during all phases of the workshop." 
 
 
Vasudeva Varma, 
Pushpak Bhattacharya, 
Sivaji Bandyopadhyay, 
A. Kumaran, 
Sudeshna Sarkar. 
 
(Editors  CLIA 2008 Workshop) 
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Abstract 

We explore the effects of language related-

ness within a multilingual information re-

trieval (IR) framework which can be de-

ployed to virtually any language, focusing 

specifically on Indo-European versus Se-

mitic languages. The Semitic languages 

present unique challenges to IR for a num-

ber of reasons, so we set out to answer the 

question of whether cross-language IR for 

Semitic languages can be boosted by ma-

nipulation of the training data (which, in 

our framework, includes multilingual paral-

lel text, some of which is morphologically 

analyzed). We attempted three measures to 

achieve this: first, the inclusion of geneti-

cally related (i.e., other Semitic) languages 

in the training data; second, the inclusion 

of non-related languages sharing the same 

script, and third, the inclusion of morpho-

logical analysis for Semitic languages. We 

find that language relatedness is a definite 

factor in boosting IR precision; script simi-

larity can probably be ruled out as a factor; 

and morphological analysis can be helpful, 

but – perhaps paradoxically – not necessar-

ily to the languages which are subjected to 

morphological analysis. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we consider how related languages 

fit into a general framework developed for 

multilingual cross-language information retrieval 

(CLIR). Although this framework can deal with 

virtually any language, there are some special 

considerations which make related languages more 

interesting for exploration. Taking one example, 

Semitic languages are distinguished by their 

complex morphology, a characteristic which 

presents challenges to an information retrieval 

model in which terms (usually, separated by white 

space or punctuation) are implicitly treated as 

individual units of meaning. We consider three 

possible methods for investigating the phenomena. 

In all cases, we keep the overall framework the 

same but simply make changes to the training data. 

One method we consider is to augment the train-

ing data with text from related languages; we com-

pare results obtained from using Semitic languages 

with those obtained when non-Semitic languages 

are used. The other two relate to morphological 

analysis: the second is to replace inflected forms 

(in just one language, Arabic) with just the root in 

the training data; and the third is to remove vowels 

(again in just one language, Hebrew). 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes our general framework, which is a standard 

one used for CLIR. At a high level, section 3 out-

lines some of the challenges Semitic languages 

present within the context of our approach. In sec-

tion 4, we compare results from using a number of 

different combinations of training data with the 

same test data. Finally, we conclude on our find-

ings in section 5. 

2 The Framework 

2.1 General description 

The framework that we use for IR is multilingual 

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) as described by 

Berry et al. (1994:21, and used by Landauer and 

Littman (1990) and Young (1994). A number of 

different approaches to CLIR have been proposed; 

generally, they rely either on the use of a parallel 

mailto:pchew@sandia.gov
mailto:ahmed@crl.nmsu.edu
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corpus for training, or translation of the IR query. 

Either or both of these methods can be based on 

the use of dictionaries, although that is not the ap-

proach that we use. 

In the standard multilingual LSA framework, a 

term-by-document matrix is formed from a parallel 

aligned corpus. Each ‘document’ consists of the 

concatenation of all the languages, so terms from 

all languages will appear in any given document. 

Thus, if there are K languages, N documents (each 

of which is translated into each of the K lan-

guages), and T distinct linguistic terms across all 

languages, then the term-by-document matrix is of 

dimensions T by N. Each cell in the matrix repre-

sents a weighted frequency of a particular term t 

(in any language) in a particular document n. The 

weighting scheme we use is a standard log-entropy 

scheme in which the weighted frequency xt,n of a 

particular term t in a particular document n is given 

by: 
 W = log2 (F + 1) × (1 + Ht / log2 (N)) 

 

where F is the raw frequency of t in n, and Ht is a 

measure of the entropy of the term across all 

documents. The last term in the expression above, 

log2 (N), is the maximum entropy that any term 

can have in the corpus, and therefore (1 + Ht / log2 

(N)) is 1 for the most distinctive terms in the cor-

pus, 0 for those which are least distinctive. The 

log-entropy weighting scheme has been shown to 

outperform other schemes such as tf-idf in LSA-

based retrieval (see for example Dumais 1991). 

The sparse term-by-document matrix is sub-

jected to singular value decomposition (SVD), and 

a reduced non-sparse matrix is output. Generally, 

we used the output corresponding to the top 300 

singular values in our experiments. 

To evaluate the similarity of unseen queries or 

documents (those not in the training set) to one 

another, these documents are tokenized, the 

weighted frequencies are calculated in the same 

way as they were for the training set, and the re-

sults are multiplied by the matrices output by the 

SVD to project the unseen queries/documents into 

a ‘semantic space’, assigning (in our case) 300-

dimensional vectors to each document. Again, our 

approach to measuring the similarity of one docu-

ment to another is a standard one: we calculate the 

cosine between the respective vectors. 

For CLIR, the main advantages of an approach 

like LSA are that it is by now quite well-

understood; the underlying algorithms remain con-

stant regardless of which languages are being 

compared; and there is wide scope to use different 

sets of training data, providing they exist in paral-

lel corpora. LSA is thus a highly generic approach 

to CLIR: since it relies only on the ability to token-

ize text at the boundaries between words, or more 

generally semantic units, it can be generalized to 

virtually all languages. 

2.2 Training and test data 

For our experiments, the training and test data 

were taken from the Bible and Quran respectively. 

As training data, the Bible lends itself extremely 

well to multilingual LSA. It is highly available in 

multiple languages
1
 (over 80 parallel translations 

in 50 languages, mostly public-domain, are avail-

able from a single website, 

www.unboundbible.org); and a very fine-grained 

alignment is possible (by verse) (Resnik et al 1999, 

Chew and Abdelali 2007). Many purpose-built 

parallel corpora are biased towards particular lan-

guage groups (for example, the European Union 

funds work in CLIR, but it tends to be biased to-

wards European languages – for example, see Pe-

ters 2001). This is not as true of the Bible, and the 

fact that it covers a wider range of languages is a 

reflection of the reasons it was translated in the 

first place. 

The question which is most commonly raised 

about use of the Bible in this way is whether its 

coverage of vocabulary from other domains is suf-

ficient to allow it to be used as training data for 

most applications. Based on a variety of experi-

ments we have carried out (see for example Chew 

et al. forthcoming), we believe this need not al-

ways be a drawback – it depends largely on the 

intended application. However, it is beyond our 

scope to address this in detail here; it is sufficient 

to note that for the experiments we describe in this 

paper, we were able to achieve perfectly respect-

able CLIR results using the Bible as the training 

data. 

                                                 
1
 It has proved hard to come by reliable statistics to al-

low direct comparison, but the Bible is generally be-

lieved to be the world’s most widely translated book. At 

the end of 2006, it is estimated that there were full trans-

lations into 429 languages and partial translations into 

2,426 languages (Bible Society 2007). 

http://www.unboundbible.org/
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As test data, we used the 114 suras (chapters) of 

the Quran, which has also been translated into a 

wide variety of languages. Clearly, both training 

and  test data have to be available in multiple lan-

guages to allow the effectiveness of CLIR to be 

measured in a meaningful way. For the experi-

ments reported in this paper, we limited the testing 

languages to Arabic, English, French, Russian and 

Spanish (the respective abbreviations AR, EN, FR, 

RU and ES are used hereafter). The test data thus 

amounted to 570 (114 × 5) documents: a relatively 

small set, but large enough to achieve statistically 

significant results for our purposes, as will be 

shown. In all tests described in this paper, we use 

the same test set: thus, although the test documents 

all come from a single domain, it is reasonable to 

suppose that the comparative results can be gener-

alized to other domains. 

The complete list of languages used for both 

testing and training is given in Table 1. 

 

Language Bible -training- Quran -test- Language Family Sub-Family 
Afrikaans Yes No Indo-European Germanic-West 

Amharic Yes No Afro-Asiatic Semitic-South 

Arabic Yes Yes Afro-Asiatic Semitic-Central 

Aramaic Yes No Afro-Asiatic Semitic-North 

Czech Yes No Indo-European Slavic-West 

Danish Yes No Indo-European Germanic-North 

Dutch Yes No Indo-European Germanic-West 

English Yes Yes Indo-European Germanic-West 

French Yes Yes Indo-European Italic 

Hebrew Yes No Afro-Asiatic Semitic-Central 

Hungarian Yes No Uralic Finno-Ugric 

Japanese Yes No Altaic  

Latin Yes No Indo-European Italic 

Persian Yes No Indo-European Indo-Iranian 

Russian Yes Yes Indo-European Slavic-East 

Spanish Yes Yes Indo-European Italic 

Table 1. Languages used for training and testing 

2.3 Test method 

We tokenized each of the 570 test documents, ap-

plying the weighting scheme described above to 

obtain a vector of weighted frequencies of each 

term in the document, then multiplying that vector 

by U × S
-1
, also as described above. The result was 

a set of projected document vectors in the 300-

dimensional LSA space. 

For some of our experiments, we used a light 

stemmer for Arabic (Darwish 2002) to replace in-

flected forms in the training data with citation 

forms. It is commonly accepted that morphology 

improves IR (Abdou et al. 2005, Lavie et al. 2004, 

Larkey et al. 2002, Oard and Gey 2002), and it will 

be seen that our results generally confirm this. 

For Hebrew, we used the Westminster Lenin-

grad Codex in the training data. Since this is avail-

able for download either with vowels or without 

vowels, no morphological pre-processing was re-

quired in this case; we simply substituted one ver-

sion for the other in the training data when neces-

sary. 

Various measurements are used for evaluating 

IR systems performance (Van Rijsbergen 1979). 

However, since the aim of our experiments is to 

assess whether we could identify the correct trans-

lation for a given document among a set of possi-

bilities in another language (i.e., given the lan-

guage of the query and the language of the results), 

we selected ‘precision at 1 document’ as our pre-

ferred metric. This metric represents the proportion 

of cases, on average, where the translation was re-

trieved first. 

3 Challenges of Semitic languages 

The features which make Semitic languages chal-

lenging for information retrieval are generally 

fairly well understood: it is probably fair to say 

that chief among them is their complex morphol-

ogy (for example, ambiguity resulting from diacri-

tization, root-and-pattern alternations, and the use 

of infix morphemes as described in Habash 2004). 
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These challenges can be illustrated by means of a 

statistical comparison of a portion of our training 

data (the Gospel of Matthew) as shown in Table 2. 
 Types Tokens 

Afrikaans 2,112 24,729 

French 2,840 24,438 

English 2,074 23,503 

Dutch 2,613 23,099 

Danish 2,649 21,816 

Spanish 3,075 21,279 

Persian 3,587 21,190 

Hungarian 4,730 18,787 

Czech 4,236 18,000 

Russian 4,196 16,826 

Latin 3,936 16,543 

Hebrew (Modern) 4,337 14,153 

Arabic 4,607 13,930 

Japanese 5,741 13,130 

Amharic 5,161 12,940 

TOTAL 55,894 284,363 

Table 2. Statistics of parallel texts by language 

From Table 2, it should be clear that there is 

generally an inverse relationship between the num-

ber of types and tokens. Modern Indo-European 

(IE) (and particularly Germanic or Italic lan-

guages) are at one end of the spectrum, while the 

Semitic languages (along with Japanese) are at the 

other. The statistics separate ‘analytic’ languages 

from ‘synthetic’ ones, and essentially illustrate the 

fact that, thanks to the richness of their morphol-

ogy, the Semitic languages pack more information 

(in the information-theoretic sense) into each term 

than the other languages. Because this results in 

higher average entropy per word (in the informa-

tion theoretic sense), a challenge is presented to 

information retrieval techniques such as LSA 

which rely on tokenization at word boundaries: it is 

harder to isolate each ‘unit’ of meaning in a syn-

thetic language. The actual effect this has on in-

formation retrieval precision will be shown in the 

next section. 

4 Results with LSA 

The series of experiments described in this section 

have the aims of: 

• clarifying what effect morphological analysis 

of the training data has on CLIR precision; 

• highlighting the effect on CLIR precision of 

adding more languages in training; 

• illustrating what the impact is of adding a par-

tial translation (text in one language which is 

only partially parallel with the texts in the oth-

er languages) 

We choose Arabic as the language of focus in 

our experiment; specifically for these experiments, 

we intended to reveal the effect of adding lan-

guages from the same group (Semitic) compared 

with that of adding languages of different groups. 

First, we present results in Table 3 which con-

firm that morphological analysis of the training 

data improves CLIR performance. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

without morphological analysis of Arabic 

ES 1.0000 0.5614 0.8333 0.7368 0.2895 

RU 0.4211 1.0000 0.5263 0.7632 0.2632 

FR 0.7807 0.7018 1.0000 0.8158 0.4035 

EN 0.7193 0.8158 0.8596 1.0000 0.4825 

AR 0.5000 0.2807 0.6228 0.5526 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.677, within IE 0.783, IE-Semitic 0.488 

with morphological analysis of Arabic 

ES 1.0000 0.6579 0.8772 0.7807 0.4123 

RU 0.4912 1.0000 0.7193 0.8158 0.3947 

FR 0.8421 0.7719 1.0000 0.8421 0.3772 

EN 0.8070 0.8684 0.8947 1.0000 0.3684 

AR 0.3947 0.3509 0.5614 0.4561 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.707, within IE 0.836, IE-Semitic 0.480 

Table 3. Effect of morphological analysis
2
 

An important point to note first is that CLIR 

precision is generally much lower for pairs includ-

ing Arabic than it is elsewhere, lending support to 

our assertion above that Arabic and other Semitic 

languages present special challenges in informa-

tion retrieval. 

It also emerges from Table 3 that when morpho-

logical analysis of Arabic was added, the overall 

average precisions increased from 0.677 to 0.707, a 

highly significant increase (p≈ 6.7 × 10
-8
). (Here 

and below, a chi-squared test is used to measure 

statistical significance.) 

Given that the ability of morphological analysis 

to improve IR precision has been documented, this 

result in itself is not surprising. However, it is in-

teresting that the net benefit of adding morphologi-

cal analysis – and just to Arabic within the training 

data – was more or less confined to pairs of non-

Semitic languages. We believe that the explanation 

is that by adding morphology more relations (liai-

                                                 
2
 In this and the following tables, the metric used is pre-

cision at 1 document (discussed in section 2.3). 
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sons) are defined in LSA between the words from 

different languages. For language pairs including 

Arabic, the average precision actually decreased 

from 0.488 to 0.480 when morphology was added 

(although this decrease is insignificant). 

With the same five training languages as used in 

Table 3, we added Persian. The results are shown 

in Table 4. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

ES 1.0000 0.6140 0.8246 0.7632 0.3246 

RU 0.5088 1.0000 0.6667 0.7982 0.2281 

FR 0.8772 0.7368 1.0000 0.8158 0.3947 

EN 0.8246 0.8333 0.8947 1.0000 0.4035 

AR 0.4474 0.4386 0.6140 0.5526 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.702, within IE 0.822, IE-Semitic 0.489 

Table 4. Effect on CLIR of adding Persian  

First to note is that the addition of Persian (an IE 

language) led to a general increase in precision for 

pairs of IE languages (Spanish, Russian, French 

and English) from 0.783 to 0.822 but no significant 

change for pairs including Arabic (0.488 to 0.489). 

Although Persian and Arabic share the same script, 

these results confirm that genetic relatedness is a 

much more important factor in affecting precision. 

Chew and Abdelali (2007) show that the results 

of multilingual LSA generally improve as the 

number of parallel translations used in training in-

creases. Our next step here, therefore, is to analyze 

whether it makes any difference whether the addi-

tional languages are from the same or different 

language groups. In Table 5 we compare the re-

sults of adding an IE language (Latin), an Altaic 

language (Japanese), and another Semitic language 

(Hebrew) to the training data. In all three cases, no 

morphological analysis of the training data was 

performed. 

Based on these results, cross-language precision 

yielded only very slightly improved results overall 

by adding Latin or Japanese. With Japanese, the 

net improvement (0.677 to 0.680) was not statisti-

cally significant overall, neither was the change 

significant for pairs either including or excluding 

Arabic (0.488 to 0.485 and 0.783 to 0.789 respec-

tively). Note that this is even though Japanese 

shares some statistical (although of course not lin-

guistic) properties with the Semitic languages, as 

shown in Table 2. With Latin, the net overall im-

provement (0.677 to 0.699) was barely significant 

(p ≈ 0.01) and was insignificant for pairs including 

Arabic (0.488 to 0.496). With Hebrew, however, 

the net improvement was highly significant in all 

cases (0.677 to 0.718, p ≈ 3.36 × 10
-6
 overall, 

0.783 to 0.819, p ≈ 2.20 × 10
-4
 for non-Semitic 

pairs, and 0.488 to 0.538, p ≈ 1.45 × 10
-3
 for pairs 

including Arabic). We believe that these results 

indicate that there is more value overall in ensuring 

that languages are paired with at least one other 

related language in the training data; our least im-

pressive results (with Japanese) were when two 

languages in training (one Semitic and one Altaic 

language) were ‘isolated’. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

Latin included in training data 

ES 1.0000 0.6140 0.8333 0.7456 0.2544 

RU 0.4737 1.0000 0.6316 0.8246 0.3333 

FR 0.8596 0.7368 1.0000 0.8333 0.4474 

EN 0.7719 0.7982 0.8860 1.0000 0.4474 

AR 0.5088 0.3509 0.6140 0.5088 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.699, within IE 0.813, IE-Semitic 0.496 

Japanese included in training data 

ES 1.0000 0.5789 0.8333 0.7456 0.2895 

RU 0.4298 1.0000 0.5526 0.7807 0.2719 

FR 0.7719 0.7368 1.0000 0.8070 0.4035 

EN 0.7193 0.807 0.8596 1.0000 0.4123 

AR 0.5088 0.2982 0.614 0.5702 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.680, within IE 0.789, IE-Semitic 0.485 

Modern Hebrew (no vowels) in training data 

ES 1.0000 0.6140 0.8596 0.7807 0.3509 

RU 0.4561 1.0000 0.6667 0.7719 0.3684 

FR 0.8509 0.7193 1.0000 0.8684 0.4298 

EN 0.7632 0.8509 0.9035 1.0000 0.4298 

AR 0.5263 0.4474 0.6491 0.6404 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.718, within IE 0.819, IE-Semitic 0.538 

Table 5. Effect of language relatedness on CLIR 

The next set of results are for a repetition of the 

previous three experiments, but this time with 

morphological analysis of the Arabic data. These 

results are shown in Table 6. 

As was the case without the additional lan-

guages, the overall effect of adding morphological 

analysis of Arabic is still to increase precision. In 

all three cases, the net improvement for pairs ex-

cluding Arabic is highly significant (0.813 to 0.844 

with Latin, 0.789 to 0.852 with Japanese, and 

0.819 to 0.850 with Hebrew). For pairs including 

Arabic, however, the change is again insignificant. 

This was a consistent but surprising feature of our 

results, that morphological analysis of Arabic in 

fact appears to benefit non-Semitic languages more 
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than it benefits Arabic itself, at least with this data-

set. The results might possibly have been different 

if we had included other Semitic languages in the 

test data, although this appears unlikely as we 

found the same phenomenon consistently occur-

ring across a wide variety of tests, and regardless 

of which languages we used in training. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

Latin included in training data 

ES 1.0000 0.6579 0.8684 0.7456 0.4211 

RU 0.5614 1.0000 0.7456 0.8509 0.4386 

FR 0.8421 0.8158 1.0000 0.8509 0.4211 

EN 0.8421 0.8333 0.8947 1.0000 0.4123 

AR 0.4123 0.3947 0.5351 0.4825 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.721, within IE 0.844, IE-Semitic 0.502 

Japanese included in training data 

ES 1.0000 0.7544 0.8684 0.8070 0.4211 

RU 0.4737 1.0000 0.7193 0.8509 0.4123 

FR 0.8246 0.8596 1.0000 0.8772 0.4211 

EN 0.8421 0.8596 0.8947 1.0000 0.4035 

AR 0.3333 0.3509 0.5614 0.4649 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.720, within IE 0.852, IE-Semitic 0.485 

Modern Hebrew (no vowels) in training data 

ES 1.0000 0.7018 0.9035 0.7982 0.4561 

RU 0.5614 1.0000 0.7105 0.8070 0.4035 

FR 0.8421 0.8246 1.0000 0.8596 0.4825 

EN 0.8509 0.8509 0.8947 1.0000 0.4123 

AR 0.3947 0.4298 0.5351 0.5175 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.729, within IE 0.850, IE-Semitic 0.514 

Table 6. Effect of language relatedness and 

morphology on CLIR 

For further verification, we explored what would 

happen if only the Arabic root were included in 

morphological analysis. As already mentioned, for 

languages that combine affixes with the stem, there 

is a higher token-to-type ratio. Omitting the affix 

from the morphological analysis of these languages 

reveals the importance of considering the affixes 

and their contribution to the semantics of a given 

sentence. Although LSA is not sentence-structure-

aware (as it uses a bag-of-words approach), the 

importance of considering the affixes as part of the 

sentence is very crucial. The results in Table 7 

demonstrate clearly that ignoring or over-looking 

the word affixes has a negative effect on the over-

all performance of the CLIR system. When includ-

ing only the Arabic stem, a performance degrada-

tion is noticeable across all languages, with a lar-

ger impact on IE languages. The results which il-

lustrate can be seen by comparing Table 7 with 

Table 3. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

morphological analysis of Arabic –Stem only- 

ES 1.0000 0.5789 0.8070 0.7807 0.3421 

RU 0.4912 1.0000 0.6842 0.8246 0.1842 

FR 0.8421 0.7018 1.0000 0.8333 0.4211 

EN 0.8333 0.8333 0.9211 1.0000 0.4211 

AR 0.4561 0.4386 0.5702 0.4912 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.698, within IE 0.821, IE-Semitic 0.481 

Table 7. Effect of Using Stem only 

Next, we turn specifically to a comparison of the 

effect that different Semitic languages have on 

CLIR precision. Here, we compare the results 

when the sixth language used in training is He-

brew, Amharic, or Aramaic. However, since our 

Amharic and Aramaic training data were only par-

tially parallel (we have only the New Testament in 

Amharic, and only portions of the New Testament 

in Aramaic), we first considered the effect that par-

tial translations have on precision. Table 8 shows 

the results we obtained when only the Hebrew Old 

Testament (with vowels) was used as the sixth par-

allel version. No morphological analysis was per-

formed. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

without morphological analysis of Arabic 

ES 1.0000 0.6842 0.8421 0.8158 0.3947 

RU 0.4211 1.0000 0.6228 0.7982 0.4737 

FR 0.8509 0.7719 1.0000 0.8509 0.4737 

EN 0.7895 0.8333 0.8684 1.0000 0.4649 

AR 0.4561 0.3333 0.6404 0.4561 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.714, within IE 0.822, IE-Semitic 0.521 

with morphological analysis of Arabic 

ES 1.0000 0.7105 0.9035 0.8333 0.4737 

RU 0.4649 1.0000 0.7456 0.8333 0.4912 

FR 0.8421 0.8070 1.0000 0.8860 0.4474 

EN 0.8772 0.8421 0.9298 1.0000 0.4298 

AR 0.2719 0.3684 0.5088 0.5000 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.727, within IE 0.855, IE-Semitic 0.499 

 Table 8. Effect of partial translation on CLIR 

Although two or more parameters differ from 

those used for Hebrew in Table 5 (a fully-parallel 

text in modern Hebrew without vowels, versus a 

partial text in Ancient Hebrew with vowels), it is 

worth comparing the two sets of results. In particu-

lar, the reductions in average precision from 0.718 

to 0.714 and from 0.729 to 0.727 respectively are 
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insignificant. Likewise, the changes for pairs with 

and without Arabic were insignificant. This ap-

pears to show that, at least up to a certain point, 

even only partially parallel corpora can success-

fully be used under our LSA-based approach. We 

now turn to the results we obtained using Aramaic, 

with the intention of comparing these to our previ-

ous results with Hebrew. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

no morphological analysis of Arabic 

ES 1.0000 0.4035 0.8070 0.7368 0.2632 

RU 0.3509 1.0000 0.5965 0.6579 0.2281 

FR 0.8421 0.6754 1.0000 0.8246 0.2719 

EN 0.7018 0.6754 0.8947 1.0000 0.2719 

AR 0.4825 0.2807 0.4649 0.3947 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.633, within IE 0.760, IE-Semitic 0.406 

morphological analysis of Arabic 

ES 1.0000 0.5351 0.8684 0.7719 0.2895 

RU 0.5175 1.0000 0.6930 0.7807 0.3421 

FR 0.8947 0.7807 1.0000 0.8684 0.2807 

EN 0.8070 0.8158 0.9035 1.0000 0.2982 

AR 0.3509 0.2193 0.3772 0.2895 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.667, within IE 0.827, IE-Semitic 0.383 

Table 9. Effect of Aramaic on CLIR 

Here, there is a noticeable across-the-board de-

crease in precision from the previous results. We 

believe that this may have more to do with the fact 

that the Aramaic training data we have is fairly 

sparse (2,957 verses of the Bible out of a total of 

31,226, compared with 23,269 out of 31,226 for 

Ancient Hebrew). It is likely that at some point as 

the parallel translation’s coverage drops (some-

where between the coverage of the Hebrew and the 

Aramaic), there is a severe hit to the performance 

of CLIR. Accordingly, we discarded Aramaic for 

further tests. 

Next, we considered the addition of two Semitic 

languages other than Arabic, Modern Hebrew and 

Amharic, to the training data. In this case, we per-

formed morphological analysis of Arabic. 

The results appear to show a significant increase 

in precision for pairs of IE languages and a signifi-

cant decrease for cross-language-group cases 

(those where an IE language is paired with Ara-

bic), compared to when just Modern Hebrew was 

used in the training data (see the relevant part of 

Table 6). It is not clear why this is the case, but in 

this case we believe that it is quite possible that the 

results would have been different if more than one 

Semitic language had been included in the test 

data. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

ES 1.0000 0.6930 0.8860 0.7719 0.4649 

RU 0.5000 1.0000 0.7456 0.8684 0.5175 

FR 0.8772 0.7982 1.0000 0.8772 0.4649 

EN 0.8684 0.8596 0.9298 1.0000 0.4386 

AR 0.2632 0.2982 0.4386 0.3947 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.718, within IE 0.855, IE-Semitic 0.476 

Table 10. CLIR with 7 languages (including 

Modern Hebrew and Amharic) 

We now come to a rare example where we 

achieved a boost in precision specifically for Ara-

bic. In this case, we repeated the last experiment 

but removed the vowels from the Hebrew text. The 

results are shown in Table 11. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

ES 1.0000 0.7018 0.8772 0.8158 0.5088 

RU 0.5175 1.0000 0.7632 0.8421 0.4825 

FR 0.8596 0.8246 1.0000 0.8860 0.5351 

EN 0.8947 0.8158 0.9298 1.0000 0.5088 

AR 0.2895 0.3772 0.5526 0.5000 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.739, within IE 0.858, IE-Semitic 0.528 

Table 11. Effect of removing Hebrew vowels 

Average precision for pairs including Arabic in-

creased from 0.476 to 0.528, an increase which 

was significant (p ≈ 7.33 × 10
-4
), but for other pairs 

the change was insignificant. Since the Arabic text 

in training did not include vowels, we believe that 

the exclusion of vowels from Hebrew placed the 

two languages on a more common footing, allow-

ing LSA, for example, to make associations be-

tween Hebrew and Arabic roots which otherwise 

might not have been made. Although Hebrew and 

Arabic do not always share common stems, it can 

be seen from Table 2 that the type/token statistics 

of Hebrew (without vowels) and Arabic are very 

similar. The inclusion of Hebrew vowels would 

change the statistics for Hebrew considerably, in-

creasing the number of types (since previously in-

distinguishable wordforms would now be listed 

separately). Thus, with the exclusion of Hebrew 

vowels, there should be more instances where Ara-

bic tokens can be paired one-to-one with Hebrew 

tokens. 

Finally, in order to confirm our conclusions and 

to eliminate any doubts about the results obtained 

so far, we experimented with more languages. We 

added Japanese, Afrikaans, Czech, Danish, Dutch, 
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Hungarian and Hebrew in addition to our 5 original 

languages. Morphological analysis of the Arabic 

text in training was performed, as in some of the 

previous experiments. The results of these tests are 

shown in Table 12. 
 ES RU FR EN AR 

11 languages (original 5 + Japanese, Afrikaans, 

Czech, Danish, Dutch, and Hungarian) 

ES 1.0000 0.6754 0.9035 0.7719 0.5526 

RU 0.4737 1.0000 0.7632 0.8772 0.5175 

FR 0.8596 0.8070 1.0000 0.8947 0.5088 

EN 0.8421 0.8684 0.9035 1.0000 0.4912 

AR 0.3772 0.2632 0.6316 0.4912 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.739, within IE 0.853, IE-Semitic 0.537 

12 languages (as above plus Hebrew) 

ES 1.0000 0.7018 0.8947 0.7719 0.6404 

RU 0.6667 1.0000 0.7105 0.9123 0.6228 

FR 0.8772 0.8333 1.0000 0.8421 0.6404 

EN 0.6667 0.8684 0.9035 1.0000 0.6316 

AR 0.5877 0.4386 0.5965 0.6491 1.0000 

Average precision:  

Overall 0.778, within IE 0.853, IE-Semitic 0.645 

Table 12. Effect of further languages on CLIR 

Generally, these results confirm the finding of 

Chew and Abdelali (2007) about adding more lan-

guages; doing so enhances the ability to identify 

translations across language boundaries. Across the 

board (for Arabic and other languages), the in-

crease in precision gained by adding Afrikaans, 

Czech, Danish, Dutch and Hungarian is highly sig-

nificant (compared to the part of Table 5 which 

deals with Japanese, overall average precision in-

creased from 0.680 to 0.739, with p ≈ 1.17 × 10
-11

; 

for cross-language-group retrieval, from 0.485 to 

0.537, with p ≈ 9.31 × 10
-4
; for pairs within IE, 

from 0.789 to 0.853 with p ≈ 2.81 × 10
-11

). In con-

trast with most previous results, however, with the 

further addition of Hebrew, precision was boosted 

primarily for Arabic (0.537 to 0.645 with p ≈ 4.39 

× 10
-13

). From this and previous results, it appears 

that there is no clear pattern to when the addition 

of a Semitic language in training was beneficial to 

the Semitic language in testing. 

5 Conclusion and future work 

Based on our results, it appears that although 

clear genetic relationships exist between certain 

languages in our training data, it was less possible 

than we had anticipated to leverage this to our ad-

vantage. We had expected, for example, that by 

including multiple Semitic languages in the train-

ing data within an LSA framework, we would have 

been able to improve cross-language information 

retrieval results specifically for Arabic. Perhaps 

surprisingly, the greatest benefit of including addi-

tional Semitic languages in the training data is 

most consistently to non-Semitic languages. A 

clear observation is that any additional languages 

in training are generally beneficial, and the benefit 

of additional languages can be considerably greater 

than the benefits of linguistic pre-processing (such 

as morphological analysis). Secondly, it is not nec-

essarily the case that cross-language retrieval with 

Arabic is helped most by including other Semitic 

languages, despite the genetic relationship. Finally, 

as we expected, we were able to rule out script 

similarity (e.g. between Persian and Arabic) as a 

factor which might improve precision. Our results 

appear to demonstrate clearly that language relat-

edness is much more important in the training data 

than use of the same script. 

Finally, to improve cross-language retrieval with 

Arabic – the most difficult case in the languages 

we tested – we attempted to ‘prime’ the training 

data by including Arabic morphological analysis. 

This did lead to a statistically significant improve-

ment overall in CLIR, but – perhaps paradoxically 

– the improvement specifically for cross-language 

retrieval with Arabic was negligible in most cases. 

The only two measures which were successful in 

boosting precision for Arabic significantly were (1) 

the inclusion of Modern Hebrew in the training 

data; and (2) the elimination of vowels in the An-

cient Hebrew training data – both measures which 

would have placed the training data for the two 

Semitic languages (Arabic and Hebrew) on a more 

common statistical footing. These results appear to 

confirm our hypothesis that there is value, within 

the current framework, of ‘pairing’ genetically re-

lated languages in the training data. In short, lan-

guage relatedness does matter in cross-language 

information retrieval. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a methodology for 
finding similarity and co-reference of 
documents across languages. The similarity 
between the documents is identified ac-
cording to the content of the whole docu-
ment and co-referencing of documents is 
found by taking the named entities present 
in the document. Here we use Vector Space 
Model (VSM) for identifying both similar-
ity and co-reference. This can be applied in 
cross-lingual search engines where users 
get documents of very similar content from 
different language documents.  

1 Introduction 

In this age of information technology revolution, 
the growth of technology and easy accessibility has 
contributed to the explosion of text data on the web 
in different media forms such as online news 
magazines, portals, emails, blogs etc in different 
languages. This represents 80% of the unstructured 
text content available on the web. There is an ur-
gent need to process such huge amount of text us-
ing Natural Language Processing (NLP) tech-
niques. One of the significant challenges with the 
explosion of text data is to organize the documents 
into meaningful groups according to their content.  

The work presented in this paper has two parts 
a) finding multilingual cross-document similarity 
and b) multilingual cross-document entity co-
referencing. The present work analyzes the docu-
ments and identifies whether the documents are 
similar and co-referring. Two objects are said to be 
similar, when they have some common properties 

between them. For example, two geometrical fig-
ures are said to be similar if they have the same 
shape. Hence similarity is a measure of degree of 
resemblance between two objects. 

Two documents are said to be similar if their 
contents are same. For example a document D1 
describes about a bomb blast incident in a city and 
document D2 also describes about the same bomb 
blast incident, its cause and investigation details, 
then D1 and D2 are said to be similar. But if 
document D3 talks of terrorism in general and ex-
plains bomb blast as one of the actions in terrorism 
and not a particular incident which D1 describes, 
then documents D1 and D3 are dissimilar. The task 
of finding document similarity differs from the 
task of document clustering. Clustering is a task of 
categorization of documents based on domain/field. 
In the above example, documents D1, D2, D3 can 
be said to be in a cluster of crime domain. When 
documents are similar they share common noun 
phrases, verb phrases and named entities. While in 
document clustering, sharing of named entities and 
noun phrases is not essential but still there can be 
some noun phrases and named entities in common. 
Cross-document co-referencing of entities refers to 
the identification of same entities across the docu-
ments. When the named entities present in the 
documents which are similar and also co-
referencing, then the documents are said to be co-
referring documents. 

The paper is further organized as follows. In 
section 2, the motivation behind this paper is ex-
plained and in 3 the methodology used is described. 
Results and discussions are dealt in section 4 and 
conclusion in section 5. 
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2 Motivation 

Dekang Lin (1998) defines similarity from the in-
formation theoretic perspective and is applicable if 
the domain has probabilistic model.  In the past 
decade there has been significant amount of work 
done on finding similarity of documents and orga-
nizing the documents according to their content. 
Similarity of documents are identified using differ-
ent methods such as Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) 
(Kohonen et al, 2000; Rauber, 1999), based on On-
tologies and taxanomy (Gruber, 1993; Resnik, 
1995), Vector Space Model (VSM) with similarity 
measures like Dice similarity, Jaccard’s similarity, 
cosine similarity (Salton, 1989). Bagga (Bagga et 
al., 1998) have used VSM in their work for finding 
co-references across the documents for English 
documents. Chung and Allan (2004) have worked 
on cross-document co-referencing using large scale 
corpus, where they have said ambiguous names 
from the same domain (here for example, politics) 
are harder to disambiguate when compared to 
names from different domains. In their work 
Chung and Allan compare the effectiveness of dif-
ferent statistical methods in cross-document co-
reference resolution task. Harabagiu and Maiorano 
(2000) have worked on multilingual co-reference 
resolution on English and Romanian language 
texts. In their system, “SWIZZLE” they use a data-
driven methodology which uses aligned bilingual 
corpora, linguistic rules and heuristics of English 
and Romanian documents to find co-references. In 
the Indian context, obtaining aligned bilingual cor-
pora is difficult. Document similarity between In-
dian languages and English is tough since the sen-
tence structure differs and Indian languages are 
agglutinative in nature. In the recent years there 
has been some work done in the Indian languages, 
(Pattabhi et al, 2007) have used VSM for multilin-
gual cross-document co-referencing, for English 
and Tamil, where no bilingual aligned corpora is 
used. 

One of the methods used in cross-lingual infor-
mation retrieval (CLIR) is Latent Semantic Analy-
sis (LSA) in conjunction with multilingual parallel 
aligned corpus. This approach works well for in-
formation retrieval task where it has to retrieve 
most similar document in one language to a query 
given in another language. One of the drawbacks 
of using LSA in multilingual space for the tasks of 
document clustering, document similarity is that it 

gives similar documents more based on the lan-
guage than by topic of the documents in different 
languages (Chew et al, 2007). Another drawback 
of LSA is that the reduced dimension matrix is dif-
ficult to interpret semantically. The examples in 
Table 1, illustrate this. 

 Before Reduction After Reduction 
1
.

{(car),(truck),(flower)} {(1.2810*car+0.5685*tr
uck),(flower) 

2 {(car),(bottle),(flower)} {(1.2810*car+0.5685*b
ottle),(flower) 

Table 1. LSA Example 
 
In the first example the component 

(1.2810*car+0.5685*truck) can be inferred as 
“Vehicle” but in cases such as in second example, 
the component (1.2810*car+0.5685*bottle) does 
not have any interpretable meaning in natural lan-
guage. In LSA the dimension reduction factor ‘k’ 
has very important role to play and the value of ‘k’ 
can be found by doing several experiments. The 
process of doing dimension reduction in LSA is 
computationally expensive. When LSA is used, it 
reduces the dimensions statistically and when there 
is no parallel aligned corpus, this can not be inter-
preted semantically. 

Hence, in the present work, we propose VSM 
which is computationally simple, along with cosine 
similarity measure to find document similarity as 
well as entity co-referencing. We have taken Eng-
lish and three Dravidian languages viz. Tamil, Te-
lugu and Malayalam for analysis. 

3 Methodology 

In VSM, each document is represented by a vector 
which specifies how many times each term occurs 
in the document (the term frequencies). These 
counts are weighted to reflect the importance of 
each term and weighting is the inverse document 
frequency (idf). If a term t occurs in n documents 
in the collection then the “idf” is the inverse of log 
n. This vector of weighted counts is called a "bag 
of words" representation. Words such as "stop 
words" (or function words) are not included in the 
representation.  

The documents are first pre-processed, to get 
syntactic and semantic information for each word 
in the documents. The preprocessing of documents 
involves sentence splitting, morph analysis, part-
of-speech (POS) tagging, text chunking and named 
entity tagging. The documents in English are pre-
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processed using Brill’s Tagger (Brill, 1994) for 
POS tagging and fn-TBL (Ngai and Florian, 2001) 
for text chunking. The documents in Indian lan-
guages are preprocessed, using  a generic engine 
(Arulmozhi et al., 2006) for POS tagging, and text 
chunking based on TBL (Sobha and Vijay, 2006). 
For both English and Indian language documents 
the named entity tagging is done using Named En-
tity Recognizer (NER) which was developed based 
on conditional random field (CRF). The tagset 
used by the NER tagger is a hierarchical tagset, 
consists of mainly i) ENAMEX, ii) NUMEX and 
iii) TIMEX. Inside the ENAMEX there are mainly 
11 subtype’s viz. a) Person b) Organization c) Lo-
cation d) Facilities e) Locomotives f) Artifacts g) 
Entertainment h) Cuisines i) Organisms j) Plants k) 
Disease.  For the task of multilingual cross-
document entities co-referencing, the documents 
are further processed for anaphora resolution 
where the corresponding antecedents for each ana-
phor are tagged in the document. For documents in 
English and Tamil, anaphora resolution is done 
using anaphora resolution system. For documents 
in Malayalam and Telugu anaphora resolution is 
done manually. After the preprocessing of docu-
ments, the language model is built by computing 
the term frequency – inverse document frequency 
(tf-idf) matrix. For the task of finding multilingual 
cross-document similarity, we have performed four 
different experiments. They are explained below: 

 
E1: The terms are taken from documents after 

removing the stop words. These are raw terms 
where no preprocessing of documents is done; the 
terms are unique words in the document collection. 

E2: The terms taken are the words inside the 
noun phrases, verb phrases and NER expressions 
after removing the stop words. 

E3: The whole noun phrase/verb phrase/NER 
expression is taken to be a single term. 

E4: The noun phrase/NER expression along 
with the POS tag information is taken as a single 
term. 

The first experiment is the standard VSM im-
plementation. The rest three experiments differ in 
the way the terms are taken for building the VSM. 
For building the VSM model which is common for 
all language document texts, it is essential that 
there should be translation/transliteration tool. First 
the terms are collected from individual language 
documents and a unique list is formed. After that, 

using the translation/transliteration tool the equiva-
lent terms in language L2 for language L1 are 
found. The translation is done using a bilingual 
dictionary for the terms present in the dictionary. 
For most of the NERs only transliteration is possi-
ble since those are not present in the dictionary. 
The transliteration tool is developed based on the 
phoneme match it is a rule based one. All the In-
dian language documents are represented in roman 
notation (wx-notation) for the purpose of process-
ing.  

After obtaining equivalent terms in all lan-
guages, the VSM model is built. Let S1 and S2 be 
the term vectors representing the documents D1 
and D2, then their similarity is given by equation 
(1) as shown below. 

 
Sim(S1,S2) = ∑ (W1j x W2j )                      -- (1) 
  tj 

 Where,  
       tj is a term present in both vectors S1and S2. 
       W1j is the weight of term tj in S1 and  
       W2j is the weight of term tj in S2. 
 
The weight of term tj in the vector S1 is calculated 
by the formula given by equation (2), below. 
 
Wij=(tf*log(N/df))/[sqrt(Si1

2+Si2
2+……+Sin

2)] --(2) 
Where, 
 tf = term frequency of term tj 
 N=total number of documents in the collection 

df = number of documents in the collection that 
the term tj    occurs in. 
 sqrt represents square root 
The denominator [sqrt(Si1

2+Si2
2+……+Sin

2)] is the co-
sine normalization factor. This cosine normalization 
factor is the Euclidean length of the vector Si, where ‘i’ 
is the document number in the collection and Sin

2 is the 
square of the product of (tf*log(N/df)) for term tn in the 
vector Si. 

For the task of multilingual cross-document en-
tity co-referencing, the words with-in the anaphor 
tagged sentences are considered as terms for build-
ing the language model.  

4 Results and Discussion 

The corpus used for experiments is collected from 
online news magazines and online news portals. 
The sources in English include “The Hindu”, 
“Times of India”, “Yahoo News”, “New York 
Times”, “Bangkok Post”, “CNN”, “WISC”, “The 
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Independent”. The sources for Tamil include “Di-
namani”, “Dinathanthi”, “Dinamalar”, “Dina-
karan”, and “Yahoo Tamil”. The work was primar-
ily done using English and Tamil. Later on this 
was extended for Malayalam and Telugu. The data 
sources for Malayalam are “Malayala Manorama”, 
“Mathrubhumi”, “Deshabhimani”, “Deepika” and 
sources for Telugu include “Eenadu”, “Yahoo Te-
lugu” and “Andhraprabha”. First we discuss about 
English and Tamil and Later Telugu and Malaya-
lam. 

The domains of the news taken include sports, 
business, politics, tourism etc. The news articles 
were collected using a crawler, and hence we find 
in the collection, a few identical news articles be-
cause they appear in different sections of the news 
magazine like in Front page section, in state sec-
tion and national section. 

The dataset totally consists of 1054 English 
news articles, 390 Tamil news articles. Here we 
discuss results in two parts; in the first part results 
pertaining to document similarity are explained. In 
second part we discuss results on multilingual 
cross-document entity co-referencing. 

4.1 Document Similarity 

The data collection was done in four instances, 
spread in a period of two months. At the first in-
stance two days news was crawled from different 
news sources in English as well as Tamil. In the 
first set 1004 English documents and 297 Tamil 
documents were collected. 

In this set when manually observed (human 
judgment) it was found that there are 90 similar 
documents forming 31 groups, rest of the docu-
ments were not similar. This is taken as gold stan-
dard for the evaluation of the system output. 

As explained in the previous section, on this set 
the four experiments were performed. In the first 
experiment (E1), no preprocessing of the docu-
ments was done except that the stop words were 
removed and the language model was built. In this 
it was observed that the number of similar docu-
ments is 175 forming 25 groups. Here it was ob-
served that along with actual similar documents, 
system also gives other not similar documents (ac-
cording to gold standard) as similar ones. This is 
due to the fact there is no linguistic information 
given to the system, hence having words alone 
does not tell the context, or in which sense it is 
used. And apart from that named entities when 

split don’t give exact meaning, for example in 
name of hotels “Leela Palace” and “Mysore Pal-
ace”, if split into words yields three words, 
“Leela”, “Mysore”, and “Palace”. In a particular 
document, an event at hotel Leela Palace is de-
scribed and the hotel is referred as Leela Palace or 
by Palace alone. Another document describes 
about Dussera festival at Mysore Palace. Now here 
the system identifies both these documents to be 
similar even though both discuss about different 
events. The precision of the system was observed 
to be 51.4%, where as the recall is 100% since all 
the documents which were similar in the gold stan-
dard is identified. Here while calculating the preci-
sion; we are considering the number of documents 
that are given by the system as similar to the num-
ber of documents similar according to the gold 
standard. 

Hence to overcome the above discussed prob-
lem, we did the second experiment (E2) where 
only words which occur inside the noun phrases, 
verb phrases and named entities are considered as 
terms for building the language model. Here it is 
observed that the number of similar documents is 
140 forming 30 groups. This gives a precision of 
64.2% and 100% recall. Even though we find a 
significant increase in the precision but still there 
are large number of false positives given by the 
system. A document consists of noun phrases and 
verb phrases, when the individual tokens inside 
these phrases are taken; it is equivalent to taking 
almost the whole document. This reduces the 
noise. The problem of “Leela Palace” and “Mysore 
Palace” as explained in the previous paragraph still 
persists here. 

In the third experiment (E3) the whole noun 
phrase, verb phrase and named entity is considered 
as a single term for building the language model. 
Here the phrases are not split into individual to-
kens; the whole phrase is a single term for lan-
guage model. This significantly reduces the num-
ber of false positives given by the system. The sys-
tem identifies 106 documents as similar documents 
forming 30 groups. Now the precision of the sys-
tem is 84.9%. In this experiment, the problem of 
“Leela Palace” and “Mysore Palace” is solved. 
Though this problem was solved the precision of 
the system is low, hence we performed the fourth 
(E4) experiment. 

In the fourth experiment (E4), the part-of-speech 
(POS) information is given along with the phrase 
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for building the language model. It is observed that 
the precision of the system increases. The number 
of similar documents identified is 100 forming 31 
groups. This gives a precision of 90% and a recall 
of 100%.  

Another important factor which plays a crucial 
role in implementation of language model or VSM 
is the threshold point. What is the threshold point 
that is to be taken? For obtaining an answer for this 
question, few experiments were performed by set-
ting the threshold at various points in the range 
0.75 to 0.95. When the threshold was set at 0.75 
the number of similar documents identified by the 
system was larger, not true positives but instead 
false positives. Hence the recall was high and pre-
cision was low at 50%. When the threshold was 
moved up and set at 0.81, the number of similar 
documents identified was more accurate and the 
number of false positives got reduced. The preci-
sion was found to be 66%.  When the threshold 
was moved up still further and set at 0.90, it was 
found that the system identified similar documents 
which were matching with the human judgment. 
The precision of the system was found to be 90%. 
The threshold was moved up further to 0.95, think-
ing that the precision would further improve, but 
this resulted in documents which were actually 
similar to be filtered out by the system. Hence the 
threshold chosen was 0.9, since the results ob-
tained at this threshold point had matched the hu-
man judgment. For the experiments E1, E2, E3 and 
E4 explained above, the threshold is fixed at 0.9. 

A new set of data consisting of 25 documents 
from 5 days news articles is collected. This is com-
pletely taken from single domain, terrorism. These 
news articles describe specifically the Hyderabad 
bomb blast, which occurred on August 25th 2007. 
All these 25 documents were only English docu-
ments from various news magazines. This data set 
was collected specifically to observe the perform-
ance of the system, when the documents belonging 
to single domain are given. In the new data set, 
from terrorism domain, human judgment for docu-
ment similarity was found to have 13 similar docu-
ments forming 3 groups. While using this data set 
the noun phrases, verb phrases and named entities 
along with POS information were taken as terms to 
build the language model and the threshold was set 
at 0.9, it was observed that the system finds 14 
documents to be similar forming 3 groups. Here, 
out of 14 similar documents, only 12 documents 

match with the human judgment and one document 
which ought to be identified was not identified by 
the system. The document which was not identified 
described about the current event, that is, bomb 
blast on 25th August in the first paragraph and then 
the rest of the document described about the simi-
lar events that occurred in the past. Hence the simi-
larity score obtained for this document with respect 
to other documents in the group was 0.84 which is 
lower than the threshold fixed. Hence the recall of 
the system is 92.3% and the precision of the sys-
tem is 85.7%. 

Another data set consisting of 114 documents 
was taken from tourism domain. The documents 
were both in Tamil and English, 79 documents in 
Tamil and 35 documents in English. This data set 
describes various pilgrim places and temples in 
Southern India. The human annotators have found 
21 similar documents which form a group of three. 
These similar documents describe about Lord 
Siva’s and Lord Murugan’s temples.  The system 
obtained 25 documents as similar and grouped into 
three groups. Out of 25 documents obtained as 
similar, four were dissimilar. These dissimilar 
documents described non-Siva temples in the same 
place. In these dissimilar documents the names of 
offerings, festivals performed were referred by the 
same names as in the rest of the documents of the 
group, hence these documents obtained similarity 
score of 0.96 with respect to other documents in 
the group. Here we get a precision of 84% and a 
recall of 100%. 

A new data set consisting of 46 documents was 
taken from various news magazines. This set con-
sists of 24 English documents, 11 Tamil docu-
ments, 7 Malayalam documents and 4 Telugu 
documents.  This data set describes the earthquake 
in Indonesia on 12th September 2007 and tsunami 
warning in other countries. The news articles were 
collected on two days 13th and 14th September 
2007.  

The documents collected were in different font 
encoding schemes. Hence before doing natural 
language processing such as morph-analysis, POS 
tagging etc, the documents were converted to a 
common roman notation (wx-notation) using the 
font converter for each encoding scheme. 

Here we have used multilingual dictionaries of 
place; person names etc for translation. The lan-
guage model is built by taking noun phrases and 
verb phrases along with POS information were as 
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terms. In this set human annotators have found 45 
documents to be similar and have grouped them 
into one group. The document which was identi-
fied as dissimilar describes about a Tamil film 
shooting at Indonesia being done during the quake 
time. The system had identified all the 46 docu-
ments including the film shooting document in the 
collection to be similar and put into one group. The 
“film shooting” document consisted of two para-
graphs about the quake incident, other two para-
graphs consisted of statement by the film producer 
stating that the whole crew is safe and the shooting 
is temporarily suspended for next few days. Since 
this document also contained the content describ-
ing the earthquake found in other documents of the 
group, the system identified this “film shooting” 
document to be similar. Here one interesting point 
which was found was that all the documents gave a 
very high similarity score greater than 0.95. Hence 
the precision of the system is 97.8% and recall 
100%. 

The summary of all these experiments with dif-
ferent dataset is shown in the table 2 below. 

SNo Dataset Preci-
sion % 

Recall 
% 

1 English 1004 and Tamil 
297 documents 

90.0 100.0 

2 English 25 – terrorism 
domain documents 

85.7 92.3 

3 35 English Docs and 
Tamil 79 docs - Tour-
ism domain 

84.0 100.0 

4 46 Docs on Earth 
Quake incident – 24 
English, 11 Tamil, 7 
Malayalam, 4 Telugu 

97.8 100.0 

Average 89.3 % 98.07% 
Table 2. Summary of Results for Document 

similarity for four different data sets 

4.2 Document Co-referencing 

The documents that were identified as similar ones 
are taken for entity co-referencing. In this work the 
identification of co-referencing documents is done 
for English and Tamil. In this section first we dis-
cuss the co-referencing task for English documents 
in terrorism domain, then for documents in English 
and Tamil in Tourism domain. In the end of this 
section we discuss about documents in English and 
Tamil, which are not domain specific. 
  In the first experiment, the document collection in 
terrorism domain is taken for co-referencing task. 
This data set of 25 documents in terrorism domain 

consists of 60 unique person names. In this work 
we consider only person names for entity co-
referencing. In this data set, 14 documents are 
identified as similar ones by the system. These 14 
documents consist of 26 unique person names. .  

The language model is built using only named 
entity terms and the noun, verb phrases occurring 
in the same sentence where the named entity oc-
curs. POS information is also provided with the 
terms. Here we find that out of 26 entities, the sys-
tem co-references correctly for 24 entities, even 
though the last names are same.  The results ob-
tained for these named entities is shown in the be-
low table Table 3. 

E
ntity 

N
am

e 

N
o. of links  

containing 
the entity

C
orrect 

R
esponses 

obtained

T
otal R

e-
sponses ob-
tained 

Precision 
%

 

R
ecall %

 

Y S Ra-
jasekhar 
Reddy 

7 7 7 100 100 

Indrasena 
Reddy 

1 1 1 100 100 

K Jana 
Reddy 

1 1 1 100 100 

Shivaraj 
Patil 

2 2 2 100 100 

Manmohan 
Singh 

4 4 4 100 100 

Abdul Sha-
hel 
Mohammad 

1 1 2 50 100 

Mohammad 
Abdullah 

1 1 2 50 100 

Mohammad 
Amjad 

1 1 1 100 100 

Mohammad 
Yunus 

1 1 1 100 100 

Ibrahim 1 1 1 100 100 
Dawood 
Ibrahim 

1 1 1 100 100 

Madhukar 
Gupta 

3 3 3 100 100 

N Chandra-
babu Naidu 

2 2 2 100 100 

Tasnim 
Aslam 

2 2 2 100 100 

Mahender 
Agrawal 

1 1 1 100 100 

Somnath 
Chatterjee 

2 2 2 100 100 

Pervez 
Musharaff 

2 2 2 100 100 

Sonia Gan-
dhi 

2 2 2 100 100 

Taslima 1 1 1 100 100 
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Nasrin 
Bandaru 
Dattatreya 

1 1 1 100 100 

L K Advani 2 2 2 100 100 
Average 95.2 100 

Table 3. Results for entity co-referencing for Eng-
lish documents in terrorism domain 
 

The system identifies the entity names ending 
with “Reddy” correctly. These names in the docu-
ments occur along with definite descriptions which 
helps the system in disambiguating these names. 
For example “Y S Rajasekhar Reddy” in most cases 
is referred to as “Dr. Reddy” along with the defi-
nite description “chief minister”. Similarly the 
other name “K Jana Reddy” occurs with the defi-
nite description “Home minister”. Since here we 
are taking full noun phrases as terms for building 
language model, this helps obtaining good results. 
For entities such as “Abdul Shahel Mohammad” 
and “Mohammad Abdullah”, it is observed that the 
both names are referred in the documents as 
“Mohammad” and surrounding phrases do not 
have any distinguishing phrases such as definite 
descriptions, which differentiate these names. Both 
these entities have been involved in masterminding 
of the Hyderabad bomb blast. Hence the system 
couldn’t disambiguate between these two named 
entities and identifies both to be same, hence it 
fails here.  

In the second experiment, the data set in Tour-
ism domain consisting of 79 Tamil Documents and 
35 English documents is taken for the task of co-
referencing. In this data set 25 documents were 
identified as similar. Now these similar documents 
of 25 are considered for entity co-referencing task. 
There are 35 unique names of Gods. Here in this 
domain, one of the interesting points is that, there 
are different names to refer to a single God. For 
example Lord Murugan, is also referred by other 
names such as “Subramanyan”, “Saravana”, “Kart-
tikeyan”, “Arumukan” etc. Simialrly for Lord Siva 
is referred by “Parangirinathar”, “Dharbaranes-
wara” etc. It is observed that in certain documents 
the alias names are not mentioned along with 
common names. In these instances even human 
annotators found it tough for co-referencing, hence 
the system could not identify the co-references. 
This problem of alias names can be solved by hav-
ing a thesaurus and using it for disambiguation. 

The results obtained for these named entities are 
shown in the table 4, below. 

E
ntity 

N
am

e 

N
o. of 

links  con-
taining the 
entity

C
orrect 

R
esponses 

obtained  

T
otal R

e-
sponses 
obtained 

Precision 
%

 

R
ecall %

 

Murugan 7 7 8 87.5 100 
Shiva 10 9 9 100 90 
Parvathi 10 9 11 81.8 90 
Nala 5 5 5 100 100 
Damayan-
thi 

2 2 2 100 100 

Narada 3 3 3 100 100 
Sanees-
warar 

6 6 7 85.7 100 

Deivayani 4 4 4 100 100 
Vishnu 2 2 2 100 100 
Vinayaka 3 3 3 100 100 
Indra 2 2 2 100 100 
Thiruna-
vukkarasar 

1 1 1 100 100 

Mayan 2 2 2 100 100 
Average 96.5 98.4 

Table 4. Results for entity co-referencing for 
English and Tamil Documents in Tourism domain 

 
The co-referencing system could disambiguate a 

document which was identified as similar by the 
system and dissimilar by the human annotator. 

 Another experiment is performed where both 
English and Tamil Documents are taken for entity 
co-referencing. In this experiment we have taken 
the data set in which there are 1004 English docu-
ments and 297 Tamil documents.  The documents 
are not domain specific. Here 100 documents are 
identified as similar ones, which contains of 64 
English and 36 Tamil documents. Now we con-
sider these 100 similar documents for entity co-
referencing. In the 100 similar documents, there 
are 520 unique named entities. The table (Table 5) 
below shows results of few interesting named enti-
ties in this set of 100 similar documents. 

E
ntity 

N
am

e 

N
o. of links  

containing 
the entity

C
orrect 

R
esponses 

obtained 

T
otal R

e-
sponses ob-
tained 

Precision 
%

 

R
ecall  %

 

Karunanidhi 7 7 7 100 100 
Manmohan Singh 15 14 16 87.5 93.3 
Sonia Gandhi 54 54 58 93.1 100 
Shivaraj Patil 8 8 10 80 100 
Prathibha Patil 24 24 26 92.3 100 
Lalu Prasad 5 5 5 100 100 
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Atal Bihari Va-
jpayee 

4 4 4 100 100 

Abdul Kalam 22 22 22 100 100 
Sania Mirza 10 10 10 100 100 
Advani 8 8 8 100 100 

Average 95.3 99.3 

Table 5. Results for entity co-referencing for 
English and Tamil Documents not of any specific 
domain 

5 Conclusion 

The VSM method is a well known statistical 
method, but here it has been applied for multilin-
gual cross-document similarity, which is a first of 
its kind. Here we have tried different experiments 
and found that using phrases with its POS informa-
tion as terms for building language model is giving 
good performance. In this we have got an average 
precision of 89.3 and recall of 98.07% for docu-
ment similarity. Here we have also worked on mul-
tilingual cross-document entity co-referencing and 
obtained an average precision of 95.6 % and recall 
of 99.2 %. The documents taken for multilingual 
cross-document co-referencing are similar docu-
ments identified by the similarity system. Consid-
ering similar documents, helps indirectly in getting 
contextual information for co-referencing entities, 
because obtaining similar documents removes 
documents which are not in the same context. 
Hence this helps in getting good precision. Here 
we have worked on four languages viz. English, 
Tamil, Malayalam and Telugu. This can be applied 
for other languages too. Multilingual document 
similarity and co-referencing, helps in retrieving 
similar documents across languages. 
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Abstract 

Discovering parallel corpora on the web is 

a challenging task. In this paper, we use 

cross-language information retrieval tech-

niques in combination with structural fea-

tures to retrieve candidate page pairs from 

a commercial search engine. The candidate 

page pairs are then filtered using tech-

niques described by Resnik and Smith 

(2003) to determine if they are translations. 

The results allow the comparison of effi-

ciency of different parameter settings and 

provide an estimate for the percentage of 

pages that are parallel for a certain lan-

guage pair. 

1 Introduction 

Parallel corpora are invaluable resources in many 

areas of natural language processing (NLP). They 

are used in multilingual NLP as a basis for the cre-

ation of translation models (Brown et. al., 1990), 

lexical acquisition (Gale and Church, 1991) as well 

as for cross-language information retrieval (Chen 

and Nie, 2000). Parallel corpora can also benefit 

monolingual NLP via the induction of monolingual 

analysis tools for new languages or the improve-

ment of tools for languages where tools already 

exist (Hwa et. al., 2005; Padó and Lapata, 2005; 

Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001). 

For most of the mentioned work, large parallel 

corpora are required. Often these corpora have li-

mited availability due to licensing restrictions 

(Tiedemann and Nygaard, 2004) and/or are domain 

specific (Koehn, 2005). Also parallel corpora are 

only available for a limited set of language pairs. 

As a result, researchers look to the World Wide 

Web as a source for parallel corpora (Resnik and 

Smith, 2003; Ma and Liberman, 1999; Chen and 

Nie, 2000). Because of the web’s world-wide reach 

and audience, many websites are bilingual, if not 

multilingual. The web is therefore a prime candi-

date as a source for such corpora especially for 

language pairs including resource-poor languages. 

 

Resnik and Smith (2003) outlined the following 

three steps for identifying parallel text on the web: 

(1) Locating pages that might have parallel 

translations 

(2) Generating candidate page pairs that might 

be translations 

(3) Structural filtering out of non-translation 

candidate pairs 

 

In most of the previous work, Step (1) is performed 

in an ad-hoc manner using structural features that 

were observed in a limited set of samples of paral-

lel pages. For example a language name in an 

HTML link is considered a strong indication that 

the page is also available translated to the language 

indicated by the link. The reason for this ad-hoc 

approach is that there aren’t any standards as to 

how web developers structure multilingual web 

pages on a server. Often developers use language 

names or identifiers in uniform resource locators 

(URLs) to distinguish different language versions 

of a page on a server. 

When Step (1) is performed using a commercial 

search engine, another obstacle to finding candi-

dates for parallel pages comes into play: the results 

are always relevance-ranked for the end user. In 

this paper, instead of searching exclusively for 

structural features of parallel pages, we are adding 

a dictionary-based sampling technique, based on 

cross-language information retrieval for Step (1). 

We compare the URL results from each of our ex-
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periments with three different matching methods 

for Step (2). Finally, for Step (3), we adapted a 

filtering method from Resnik and Smith (2003) to 

determine whether or not a page pair is a true 

translation pair.  

To estimate the percentage of parallel pages that 

are available for a certain language pair in relation 

to the total number of pages available in each of 

the two languages, we modified a technique that 

Bharat and Broder (1998) used to estimate over-

laps of search engine indices. 

We conducted our experiments on the English-

German pair, but the described techniques are 

largely language-independent. The results of the 

experiments in this paper would allow researchers 

to choose the most efficient technique when trying 

to build parallel corpora from the web and guide 

research into further optimizing the retrieval of 

parallel texts from the web.  

2 Methodology 

The first step in finding parallel text on the web 

has two parts. The first part, the sampling proce-

dure, retrieves a set S1 of pages in the source lan-

guage L1 by sending sampling queries to the search 

engine. These sampling queries are structured in 

such a way that they retrieve pages that are likely 

to have translations. The second part, a checking 

procedure,  retrieves a set S2 of pages in target lan-

guage L2 that are likely to contain the translations 

of pages in S1. The two procedures are described in 

Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. 

Step (2) matches up elements of S1 and S2 to 

generate a set of candidates for page pairs that 

could be translations of each other. This is ex-

plained in Section 2.3.  

Step (3), a final filtering step, uses features of 

the pages to eliminate page pairs that are not trans-

lations of each other.  The detail of the step is de-

scribed in Sections 2.4. Figure 1 illustrates the dif-

ferent sets of pages and page pairs created by the 

three steps. 

 

 

2.1 Sampling 

 

2.1 Sampling 

For the baseline case the sampling should select 

pages randomly from the search space. To get a 

random sample of pages from a search engine that 

we can check for translational equivalents in 

another language, we select terms at random from 

a bilingual dictionary. 

Instead of using a manually crafted bilingual 

dictionary, we chose to use a translation lexicon 

automatically created from parallel data, because 

the translation probabilities are useful for our expe-

riments. In this study, the translation lexicon was 

created by aligning part of the German-English 

portion of the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) using 

the Giza++ package (Och and Ney, 2003). 

The drawback of using this translation lexicon is 

that the lexicon is domain-specific to parliamentary 

proceedings. We alleviated this domain-specificity 

by selecting mainly terms with medium frequency 

in the lexicon. 

We sorted the terms by frequency. According to 

Zipf’s law (Zipf, 1949), the frequency of the terms 

is roughly inversely proportional to their rank in 

this list. We choose terms according to a normal 

distribution whose mean is the midpoint of all 

ranks. We tuned the deviation to ¼ of the mean, so 

as to avoid getting very frequent terms into the 

sample which would just return a large set of unre-

lated pages, as well as very infrequent terms which 

would return few or no results. 

A single word selected with this normal distribu-

tion, together with the lang: parameter set to 

language L1, is submitted to the search engine to 

Sampling 

Language L1 
Checking 

Language L2 

Match 

Filter 

Web 

Figure 1.  Pages and page pairs involved in the 

three steps of the algorithm 
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retrieve a sample (in our experiments 100 pages). 

The search engine automatically performs stem-

ming on the term. 

2.1.1 Source Language Expansion 

To obtain a sample yielding more translation can-

didates, it is valuable to use semantically related 

multi-word queries for the sampling procedure.  

To obtain semantically related words, we used 

the standard information retrieval (IR) technique of 

query expansion. Part of the sampling result of 

single-word queries are summaries, delivered back 

by the search engine. To come up with a ranked 

list of terms that are semantically related to the 

original one-word term, we extract and count all 

unigrams from a concatenation of the summaries. 

Stopwords are ignored. After the count, the uni-

grams are ranked by frequency.  

For an n-term query, the original single-word 

query is combined with the first (n-1) terms of this 

ranked list to form an expanded query that is sub-

mitted to the search engine. 

The advantage of this form of expansion is that 

it is largely language independent and often leads 

to highly relevant terms, due to the ranking algo-

rithms employed by the search engines. 

2.1.2 Language Identifiers in URLs 

Once the baseline is established with single and 

multi-word sampling queries, an additional struc-

tural inurl: search parameter, which allows que-

rying for substrings in URLs, can be added to in-

crease the likelihood of finding pages that do have 

translations.  

For this paper we limited our experiments to use 

standard (RFC 3066) two-letter language identifi-

ers for this search parameter: “en” for English and 

“de” for German. 

2.2 Checking 

The purpose of the checking procedure is to gener-

ate a set of web pages in language L2 that are po-

tentially translations of pages in the sample ob-

tained in the previous section. 

2.2.1 Translating the Sampling Query 

The natural way to do this is to translate the sam-

pling query from language L1 into the target lan-

guage L2. The sampling query does not necessarily 

have a unique one-to-one translation in language 

L2. This is where the translation lexicon created 

from the Europarl corpus comes in. Because the 

lexicon contains probabilities, we can obtain the 

m-best translations for a single term from the sam-

pling query. 

Given a query in L1 with n terms and each term 

has up to m translations, the checking procedure 

will form up to m
n
 queries in L2 and sends each of 

them to the search engine. Because most current 

commercial search engines set a limit on the max-

imum number of queries allowed per day, longer 

sampling queries (i.e., larger n) mean that fewer 

overall samples can be retrieved per day. The ef-

fect of this trade-off on the number of parallel page 

pairs is evaluated in our experiments. 

Source language expansion can lead to sample 

terms that are not part of the translation lexicon. 

These are removed during translation. 

If the inurl: search parameter was used in the 

sampling query, the corresponding inurl: para-

meter for language L2 will be used in the checking 

query. 

2.2.2 Target Language Expansion 

An alternative to translating all terms in an ex-

panded, multi-word sampling query (see Section 

2.1.1) is to translate only the original single sam-

pling word to obtain top m translations in L2, and 

then for each translation do a term expansion on 

the target language side with (n-1) expansion 

terms. The benefit of target language expansion is 

that it only requires m checking queries, where 

source language expansion requires m
n
 checking 

queries. The performance of this different ap-

proach will be evaluated in Section 3.  

2.2.3 Site Parameter 

Another structural search parameter appropriate for 

checking is the site: parameter, which many 

search engines provide. It allows limiting the query 

results to a set of pre-defined sites. In our experi-

ments we use the sites of the top-30 results of the 

sampling set, which is the maximum allowed by 

the Yahoo! search engine. 

 

2.3 Matching Methods 

To obtain page pairs that might be translations of 

each other, pages in sampling set S1 are matched 

up based on URL similarity with pages in corres-
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ponding checking set S2. We experimented with 

three methods. 

2.3.1 Fixed Language List 

In the fixed language list matching method, URLs 

differing only in the language names and language 

identifiers (as listed in Table 1) are considered a 

match and added to the set of page pair candidates. 

 

en de 

en-us de-de 

en ge 

enu deu 

enu ger 

english german 

englisch deutsch 

Table 1. Language identifiers and language names 

for Fixed Language List and URL Part Substitution 
 

An example for a match in this category is 

http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/rec_qual/rec

ognition/diploma_en.html and 

http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/rec_qual/rec

ognition/diploma_de.html. 

2.3.2 Levenshtein Distance 

In the Levenshtein distance matching method, if 

the Levenshtein distance (also known as edit dis-

tance) between a pair of URLs from S1 and S2 is 

larger than zero
1
 and is below a threshold, the URL 

pair is considered a match. In our experiments, we 

set the threshold to four, because for most standard 

(RFC 3066) language identifiers the maximum 

Levenshtein distance would be four (e.g. “en-US” 

vs. “de-DE” as part of a URL). 

2.3.3 URL Part Substitution 

The third method that we tried does not require 

querying a search engine for a checking set. In-

stead, each URL U1 in the sampling set S1 is parsed 

to determine if it contains a language name or 

identifier at a word boundary. If so, the language 

name or identifier is substituted with the corres-

ponding language name or identifier for the target 

language to form a target language URL U2 ac-

cording to the substitutions listed in Table 1. 

For each resulting U2, an HTTP HEAD request 

is issued to verify whether the page with that URL 

                                                 
1
 We don’t want to match identical URLs. 

exists on the server. If the request is successful, the 

pair (U1,U2) is added to the set of page pair candi-

dates. If multiple substitutions are possible for a U1 

all the resulting U2 will be tested. 

 

2.4 Page Filtering 

The goal of this step is to filter out all the page 

pairs that are not true translations.   

2.4.1 Structural Filtering 

One method for filtering is a purely structural, 

language-independent method described in Resnik 

and Smith (2003). In this method, the HTML struc-

ture in each page is linearized and the resulting 

sequences are aligned to determine the structural 

differences between the two files. Their paper dis-

cussed four scalar values that can be calculated 

from the alignment. We used two of the values in 

our experiments, as described below. 

  The first one is called the difference percentage 

(dp), which indicates the percentage of nonshared 

material in the page pair. Given the two linearized 

sequences for a page pair (p1, p2), we used  Eq (1) 

to calculate dp, where length1 is the length of the 

first sequence, and diff 1  is the number of lines in 

the first sequence that do not align to anything in 

the second sequence; length2  and diff 2 are defined 

similarly. 

 

21

21
21 ),(

lengthlength

diffdiff
ppdp




     (1) 

 

 

 The second value measures the correlation be-

tween the lengths of aligned nonmarkup chunks. 

The idea is that the lengths of corresponding trans-

lated sentences or paragraphs usually correlate. 

The longer a sentence in one language is, the long-

er its translation in another language should be. For 

the sake of simplicity, we assume there is a linear 

correlation between the lengths of the two files, 

and use the Pearson correlation coefficient as a 

length correlation metric. From the two linearized 

sequences, the lengths of nonmarkup chunks are 

recorded into two arrays. The Pearson correlation 

coefficient can be directly calculated on these two 

arrays.  

http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/rec_qual/recognition/diploma_en.html
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/rec_qual/recognition/diploma_en.html
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/rec_qual/recognition/diploma_de.html
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/rec_qual/recognition/diploma_de.html
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This metric is denoted as r(p1,p2), and its value  

is in the range of [-1,1]: 1 indicates a perfect posi-

tive linear relationship, 0 indicates there is no li-

near relationship, and -1 indicates a perfect nega-

tive linear relationship between the chunk lengths 

in the two files.  

2.4.2 Content Translation Metric 

As shown in Resnik and Smith (2003), the struc-

tural filtering to judge whether pages are transla-

tions of each other leads to very good precision 

and satisfactory recall.  

However, when using the URL part substitution 

method described in 2.3, many web sites, if they 

receive a request for a URL that does not exist, 

respond by returning the most likely page for 

which there is an existing URL on the server. This 

is often the page content of the original URL be-

fore substitution. Identical pages in the candidate 

page pair
2
 would be judged as translations by the 

purely structural method and precision would be 

negatively impacted. There are several solutions 

for this, one of them is to use a content-based me-

tric to complement the structural metric. 

Ma and Liberman (1999) define the following 

similarity metric between two pages in a page pair 

(p1, p2): 

1

21 ),(
pinTokensOfNum

PairsTokennTranslatioOfNum
ppc   (2) 

 

To calculate this content-based metric, the trans-

lation lexicon created in Step (1) comes in handy. 

For the first 500 words of each page in the page 

pair candidate, we calculate the similarity metric in 

Eq (2), using the top two translations of the words 

in the translation lexicon.   

 

2.4.3 Linear Combination 

 

We combine the structural metrics (dp and r) and 

the content-based metric c by linear combination:
3
 

  

3

),(*),(*)),(1(*
),(

212121

21

ppcapprappdpa
ppt

crdp

dprc




(3) 

                                                 
2
 The two identical pages could have different URLs.  

3
 We use 1-dp(p1,p2) to turn a dissimilarity measure into 

a similarity measure.  

If tdprc is larger than a predefined threshold, the 

page pair is judged to be a translation. 

2.5 Estimating the Percentage of Parallel 

Pages for a Language Pair 

Statistics on what share of web pages in one lan-

guage have translated equivalents in another lan-

guage are, to our knowledge, not available. Obtain-

ing these statistics is useful from a web metrics 

perspective.  The statistics allow the calculation of 

relative language web page counts and serve as a 

baseline to evaluate methods that try to find paral-

lel pages. 

Fortunately there is a statistical method (Bharat 

and Broder, 1998) that can be adapted to obtain 

these numbers. Bharat and Broder introduce a me-

thod to estimate overlaps in the coverage of a pair 

of search indices and to calculate the relative size 

ratio of search indices. They achieve this by ran-

domly sampling pages in one index and then check 

whether the pages are also present in the other in-

dex. 

Instead of calculating the overlap of pages in 

two search engines, we adapted the method to 

measure the overlap of languages in one search 

engine. Let P(E) represent the probability that a 

web page belongs to a set E. Let P(FE|E) represent 

the conditional probability that there exist transla-

tional equivalents F of E given E. Then 

 

 
 
 ESize

FSize
EFP E

E |   (4) 

 
 
 FSize

ESize
FEP F

F |   (5) 

 

Size(FE) and Size(E) can be determined with an 

experiment using one term samples and checking 

with a site: parameter. Size (FE) equals the 

number of page pairs that are determined to be 

translations by the filtering step. Size(E) is the 

number of checked sites per sample (30 in the case 

of Yahoo!) times the number of samples. Size(EF) 

and Size(F) are calculated similarly. 

3 Experiments 

To evaluate the effectiveness of various methods 

described in Section 2, we ran a range of experi-

ments and the results are shown in Table 2.  
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  The first column is the experiment ID; the second 

column indicates whether source or target expan-

sion is used in Step (1); the third column shows the 

length of the queries after the expansion (if any). 

For instance, in Experiment #3, source expansion 

is applied, and after the expansion, the new queries 

always have three words: one is the original query 

term, and the other two are terms that are most re-

levant to the original query term according to the 

documents retrieved by the search engine (see Sec-

tion 2.1.2). 

  The fourth and fifth columns indicate whether the 

inurl: and site: parameters are used during 

the search. A blank cell means that the search pa-

rameter is not used in that experiment. For each 

query, the search engine returns the top 100 docu-

ments. 

  The next three columns show the numbers of 

page pairs produced by each of the three matching 

methods describe in Section 2.3. The last three 

columns show the numbers of page pairs after the 

filtering step. Here, we used the linear combination 

(see Section 2.4.3).  All the numbers are the sum of 

the results from 100 sampling queries. Let us ex-

amine the experimental results in detail.  

3.1 Sampling and Checking 

The evaluation of the sampling and checking pro-

cedures are difficult, because the number of trans-

lation page pairs existing on the web is unknown. 

In this study, we evaluated the module indirectly 

by looking at the translation pairs found by the fol-

lowing steps: the matching step and the filtering 

step.  

   A few observations are worth noting. First, query 

expansion increases the number of page pairs 

created in Steps (2) and (3), and source and target 

query expansion lead to similar results. However, 

the difference between n=2 and n=3 is not signifi-

cant. One possible explanation is that the semantic 

divergence between queries on the source side and 

on the target side could become more problematic 

for longer queries.  

Second, using the site: and inurl: search pa-

rameters (described in 2.1.2 and 2.2.3) increases 

the number of discovered page pairs. The potential 

limitation is that inurl: narrows the set of dis-

coverable pages to the ones that contain language 

identifiers in the URL. 

 

 
Expe-

riment 

ID 

Expan-

sion 

type  

Query 

length 

(n) 

inurl: 

Param 

site: 

Param 

Number of page pairs 

(before filtering)  

Number of page pairs  

(after filtering) 

 

List Leven-

shtein 

Sub-

stitution 

List Leven-

shtein 

Sub-

stitution 

1 none 1   5 13 1108 1 1 97 

2 Source 2   8 28 1889 3 4 157 

3 Source 3   10 42 1975 1 10 124 

4 none 1 en/de  58 84 5083 17 22 285 

5 Source 2 en/de  72 132 9279 27 31 433 

6 Source 3 en/de  100 160 9200 25 31 347 

7 none 1   6 18 1099 1 3 92 

8 Target 2   4 24 1771 2 3 143 

9 Target 3   4 12 1761 0 0 149 

10 none 1 en/de  56 93 5041 24 34 281 

11 Target 2 en/de  107 161 9131 27 33 426 

12 Target 3 en/de  45 72 8395 12 15 335 

13 none 1  30 10 258 n/a 6 9 n/a 

14 Source 2  30 22 743 n/a 9 32 n/a 

15 Source 3  30 46 1074 n/a 12 41 n/a 

16 none 1 en/de 30 59 164 n/a 13 15 n/a 

17 Source 2 en/de 30 118 442 n/a 28 50 n/a 

18 Source 3 en/de 30 171 693 n/a 46 49 n/a 

Table 2. Experiment configurations and results
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3.2 Matching Methods 

Table 2 shows that among the three matching me-

thods, the URL part substitution method leads to 

many more translation page pairs than the other 

two methods.  

Notice that although the fixed language list me-

thod uses the same language name pair table (i.e., 

Table 1) as the URL part substitution method, it 

works much worse than the latter. This is largely 

due to the different rankings of documents in dif-

ferent languages. For instance, suppose a page p1 in 

L1 is retrieved by a sampling query q1, and p1 has a 

translation page p2 in L2 , it is possible that p2 will 

not be retrieved by the query q2, a query made up 

of the translation of the terms in q1 .
4
 

  Another observation is that the Levenshtein dis-

tance matching method outperforms the fixed lan-

guage list method. In addition, it has a unique ad-

vantage: the results allow the automatic learning of 

language identifiers that web developers use in 

URLs to distinguish parallel pages for certain lan-

guage pairs. 

3.3 Parameter Tuning for Linear Combina-

tion of Filtering Metrics 

Before the combined metrics in Eq (3) can be used 

to filter page pairs, the combination parameters 

need to be tuned on a development set. The para-

meters are adp, ar, and ac as well as the threshold 

above which the combined metrics indicate a trans-

lated page pair vs. an unrelated page pair. 

To tune the parameters, we used data from an 

independent test run for the en→de language direc-

tion. We randomly chose 50 candidate pairs from a 

set created with the URL part substitution method 

and manually judged whether or not the pages are 

translations of each other. 

We varied the parameters adp, ar, ac and tdprc over 

a range of empirical values and compared how 

well the combined metrics judgment correlated 

with the human judgment for page translation (we 

calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient). The 

results of tuning are shown in Table 3. 

adp ar ac tdprc 

0.5 1.5 1 > 0.8 

Table 3: Parameter and threshold values  

chosen for linear combination 

                                                 
4
 The search engine returns 100 or fewer documents for 

each query. 

3.4 Evaluation of the Filtering Step  

To evaluate the combined filtering method de-

scribed in Section 2.4.3, we chose 110 page pairs 

at random from the 433 candidate page pairs in 

experiment #5 (Language direction en→de, Pairs 

generated with the URL part substitution method 

described in 2.3.3). Each of the page pairs was eva-

luated manually to assess whether it is a true trans-

lation pair.  

On this set, the combined filter had a precision 

of 88.9% and a recall of 36.4%. The high precision 

is encouraging on the noisy test set. The recall is 

low but is acceptable since one can always submit 

more sampling queries to the search engine. Resnik 

and Smith (2003) reported higher precision and 

recall in their experiments. However, their num-

bers and ours are not directly comparable because 

their approach required the existence of parent or 

sibling pages and consequently their test sets were 

less noisy.  

  From the numbers of translation pairs, we can 

make an estimate of available parallel pages for a 

language pair, as explained in Section 2.5. For in-

stance, by using the results of experiment #13, the 

estimate is P(DE|E)=0.03% and P(ED|D)=0.27% (E 

for English, and D for German). This indicates that 

the number of English-German parallel pages is 

small comparing to the total number of English and 

German web pages.  

 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper we show that despite the fact that 

there are no standardized features to identify paral-

lel web pages and despite the relevance ranking of 

commercial search engine results, it is possible to 

come up with reliable methods to gather parallel 

pages using commercial search engines. It is also 

possible to calculate an estimate of how many pag-

es are available parallel in relation to the overall 

number of pages in a certain language. 

  The number of translation pages retrieved by the 

current methods is relatively small. In the future, 

we plan to learn URL patterns from the Levensh-

tein matching method and add them to the patterns 

used in the URL part substitution method. Once 

more translation pages are retrieved, we plan to use 

these pages as parallel data in a statistical machine 

translation (MT) system to evaluate the usefulness 

of this approach to MT.  
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Instead of using narrow query interfaces to a 

public search engine interface, it also might be ad-

vantageous to have access to raw indices or crawl 

data of the engines. Such access will enable us to 

take advantage of certain page features that could 

be good indicators of parallel pages. 
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Abstract 

Parallel Named Entity pairs are important 

resources in several NLP tasks, such as, 

CLIR and MT systems.  Further, such pairs 

may also be used for training transliteration 

systems, if they are transliterations of each 

other.  In this paper, we profile the perfor-

mance of a mining methodology in mining 

parallel named entity transliteration pairs in  

English and an Indian language, Tamil,   

leveraging linguistic tools in English, and 

article-aligned comparable corpora in  the 

two languages.  We adopt a methodology 

parallel to that of [Klementiev and Roth, 

2006], but we focus instead on mining    

parallel named entity transliteration pairs,   

using a well-trained linear classifier to 

identify transliteration pairs.  We profile 

the performance at several operating para-

meters of our algorithm and present the   

results that show the potential of the       

approach in mining transliterations pairs; in 

addition, we uncover a host of issues that 

need to be resolved, for effective mining of  

parallel named entity transliteration pairs. 

1 Introduction & Motivation 

Parallel Named Entity (NE) pairs are important 

resources in several NLP tasks, from supporting 

Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR)     

systems, to improving Machine Translation (MT) 

systems.  In addition, such pairs may also be used 

for developing transliteration systems, if they are 

transliterations of each other.  Transliteration of a 

name, for the purpose of this work, is defined as its 

transcription in a different language, preserving the 

phonetics, perhaps in a different orthography 

[Knight and Graehl, 1997]
1
.  While traditional 

transliteration systems have relied on hand-crafted 

linguistic rules, more recently, statistical machine 

learning techniques have been shown to be effec-

tive in transliteration tasks [Jung et al., 2000] [Ab-

dulJaleel and Larkey, 2003] [Virga  and Kudhan-

pur , 2003] [Haizhou et al., 2004].  However, such 

data-driven approaches require significant amounts 

of training data, namely pairs of names in two dif-

ferent languages, possibly in different orthography, 

referred to as transliteration pairs, which are not 

readily available in many resource-poor languages.  

It is important to note at this point, that NEs are 

found typically in news corpora in any given     

language.  In addition, news articles covering the 

same event in two different languages may reason-

ably be expected to contain the same NEs in the 

respective languages.  The perpetual availability of 

news corpora in the world’s languages, points to 

the promise of  mining transliteration pairs        

endlessly, provided an effective identification of 

such NEs in specific languages and pairing them 

appropriately, could be devised.  

 

Recently, [Klementiev and Roth, 2006] outlined an 

approach by leveraging the availability of article-

aligned news corpora between English and Rus-

sian, and tools in English, for discovering translite-

ration pairs between the two languages, and pro-

gressively refining the discovery process.  In this 

paper, we adopt their basic methodology, but we 

focus on 3 different issues:  

                                                 
1
 London rewritten as லண்டன் in Tamil, or لندن in Arabic (both 

pronounced as London), are considered as transliterations, but 

not the rewriting of New Delhi as புது தில்லி (puthu thilli) in 

Tamil.   
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1. mining comparable corpora for NE pairs, leve-

raging a well trained classifier, 

2. calibrating the performance of this mining 

framework, systematically under different pa-

rameters for mining, and,  

3. uncovering further research issues in mining NE 

pairs between English and an Indian language, 

Tamil. 

While our analysis points to a promising approach 

for mining transliteration pairs, it also uncovers 

several issues that may need to be resolved, to 

make this process highly effective. As in [Klemen-

tiev and Roth, 2006] no language specific know-

ledge was used to refine our mining process, mak-

ing the approach broadly applicable. 

2 Transliteration Pairs Discovery 

In this section, we outline briefly the methodology 

presented in [Klementiev and Roth, 2006], and 

refer interested readers to the source for details. 

 

They present a methodology to automatically 

discover parallel NE transliteration pairs between 

English and Russian, leveraging the availability of 

a good-quality Named Entity Recognizer (NER) in 

English, and article-aligned bilingual comparable 

corpora, in English and Russian.  The key idea of 

their approach is to extract all NEs in English, and 

identify a set of potential transliteration pairs in 

Russian for these NEs using a simple classifier 

trained on a small seed corpus, and re-ranking the 

identified pairs using the similarity between the 

frequency distributions of the NEs in the 

comparable corpora.  Once re-ranked, the 

candidate pairs, whose scores are above a threshold 

are used to re-train the classifier, and the process is 

repeated to make the discovery process more 

effective. 

 

To discriminate transliteration pairs from other 

content words, a simple perceptron-based linear 

classifier, which is trained on n-gram features 

extracted from a small seed list of NE pairs, is 

employed leveraging the fact that transliteration 

relies on approximately monotonic alignment 

between the names in two languages.  The 

potential transliteration pairs identified by this 

classifier are subsequently re-ranked using a 

Discrete Fourier Transform based similarity 

metric, computed based on the frequency of words 

of the candidate pair, found in the article-aligned 

comparable corpora.  For the frequency analysis, 

equivalence classes of the words are formed, using 

a common prefix of 5 characters, to account for the 

rich morphology of Russian language.  The 

representative prefix of each of the classes are used 

for classification. 

 

Finally, the high scoring pairs of words are used to 

re-train the perceptron-based linear classifier, to 

improve the quality of the subsequent rounds.  The 

quality of the extracted NE pairs is shown to 

improve, demonstrating viability of such an 

approach for successful discovery of NE pairs 

between English and Russian. 

3 Adoption for Transliteration Pairs 

Mining  

We adopt the basic methodology presented in 

[Klementiev and Roth, 2006], but we focus on 

three specific issues described in the introduction.   

3.1 Mining of Transliteration Pairs  

We start with comparable corpora in English and 

Tamil, similar in size to that used in [Klementiev 

and Roth, 2006], and using the English side of this 

corpora, first, we extract all the NEs that occur 

more than a given threshold parameter, FE, using a 

standard NER tool.  The higher the threshold is, 

the more will be the evidence for legitimate transli-

teration pairs, in the comparable corpora, which 

may be captured by the mining methodology. The 

extracted list of NEs provides the set of NEs in 

English, for which we mine for transliteration pairs 

from the Tamil side of the comparable corpora.   

 

We need to identify all NEs in the Tamil side of 

the corpora, in order to appropriately pair-up with 

English NEs.  However, given that there is no pub-

licly available NER tool in Tamil (as the case may 

be in many resource-poor languages) we start with 

an assumption that all words found in the Tamil 

corpus are potentially NEs.  However, since Tamil 

is a highly morphologically inflected language, the 

same NE may occur in its various inflected forms 

in the Tamil side of the corpora; hence, we collect 

those words with the same prefix (of fixed size) 

into a single bucket, called equivalence class, and 

consider a representative prefix, referred to as sig-

nature of the collection for comparison.  The     
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assumption here is that the common prefix would 

stand for a Tamil NE, and all the members of the 

equivalence class are the various inflected forms of 

the NE. We use such a signature to classify a Ta-

mil word as potential transliteration of an English 

word. Again, we consider only those signatures 

that have occurred more than a threshold parame-

ter, FT, in the Tamil side of the comparable corpora, 

in order to strengthen support for a meaningful  

similarity in their frequency of occurrence. 

 

We used a linear Support Vector Machine classifi-

er (details given in a later section) trained on a   

sizable seed corpus of transliterations between 

English and Tamil, and use it to identify potential   

Tamil signatures with any of the NEs extracted 

from the English side.  We try to match each of the 

NEs extracted from the English side, to every sig-

nature from the Tamil side, and produce an ordered 

list of Tamil signatures that may be potential trans-

literations for a given English NE.  Every Tamil 

signature, thus, would get a score, which is used to 

rank the signatures in the decreasing order of simi-

larity.  Subsequently, we consider only those above 

a certain threshold for analysis, and in addition, 

consider only the top-n candidates. 

3.2 Quality Refinement 

Since a number of such transliteration candidates 

are culled from the Tamil corpus for a given NE in 

English, we further cull out unlikely candidates, by 

re-ranking them using frequency cues from the 

aligned comparable corpora.  For this, we start 

with the hypothesis, that the NEs will have similar 

normalized frequency distributions with respect to 

time, in the two corpora.  Given that the news cor-

pora are expected to contain same names in similar 

time periods in the two different languages, the 

frequency distribution of words in the two         

languages provides a strong clue about possible 

transliteration pairs; however, such potential pairs 

might also include other content words, such as, 

ச ோஷலிஸ்ட் (soshaliSt), கவனோக (kavanamaa-

ka), சகட்பது (keetpathu), etc., which are common 

nouns, adjectives or even adverbs and verbs.  On 

the other hand, function words are expected to be 

uniformly distributed in the corpus, and hence may 

not have high variability like content words.   Note 

that the NEs in English are not usually inflected. 

Since Tamil NEs usually have inflections, the   

frequency of occurrence of a NE in Tamil must be 

normalized across all forms, to make it reasonably 

comparable to the frequency of the corresponding 

English NE. This was taken care of by considering 

the signature and its equivalence class. Hence the 

frequency of occurrence of a NE (i.e., its signature) 

in Tamil is the sum of frequencies of all members 

in its equivalence class.    

 

For identifying the names between the languages, 

we first create a frequency distribution of every 

word in English and Tamil, by creating temporal 

bins of specific duration, covering the entire time-

line of the corpus.  The frequency is calculated as 

the number of occurrences of each signature in the 

bin interval.  Once the frequency distributions are 

formed, they are normalized for every signature.  

Given the normalized frequencies, two words are 

considered to have same (or, similar) pattern of 

occurrence in the corpus, if the normalized        

frequency vectors of the two words are the same 

(or, close within a threshold).  Figure 1 shows the 

frequency of the word Abishek, and its Tamil ver-

sion, அபிசஷக் (apishek) as a frequency plot, 

where a high correlation between the frequencies 

can be observed. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Names Frequency Plot in Comparable Corpora 

 

Hence, to refine the quality of the classifier output, 

we re-rank the list of candidates, using the distance 

between the frequency vectors of the English NE, 

and the Tamil candidate signature.   This step 

moves up those signatures that have similar pat-

terns of occurrence, and moves down those that do 

not.  It is likely that such frequency cues from the 

comparable corpora will make the quality of 

matched transliteration pairs better, yielding better 

mined data. 
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4 Experimental Setup & Results 

In this section, we present the experimental setup 

and the data that we used for mining transliteration 

pairs from comparable corpora in two languages: 

English and the Indian language, Tamil.  We eva-

luate and present the effectiveness of the metho-

dology in extracting NE pairs, between these lan-

guages, under various parameters. 

4.1 Comparable Corpora 

We used a set of news articles from the New     

Indian Express (in English) and Dinamani (in   

Tamil) roughly covering similar events in English 

and Tamil respective, and covering a period of 

about 8 months, between January and August of 

2007.  The articles were verified to contain similar 

set of NEs, though only a fraction of them are   

expected to be legitimate transliteration pairs.  

Others related NEs could be translations,  for    

example, chief minister in English vs முதல்வர் 

(muthalvar) in Tamil, abbreviation which are not 

usually transliterated but spelled out , for example, 

ICC in English, and ஐ ி ி (aicici) in Tamil, or      

co-references , for example, New Delhi in English, 

and புதுதில்லி (puthu thilli) in Tamil.  While the 

number of      articles used were roughly the same 

(~2,400), the number of words in Tamil were only 

about 70% of that in English.  This is partially due 

to the fact Tamil is a highly agglutinative lan-

guage, where various affixes (prefixes and suffixes 

of other content words) stand for function words 

and prepositions in English, thus do not contribute 

to the word count.  Further, since our focus is on 

mining names, we expect the same NEs to be cov-

ered in both the corpora, and hence we do not   

expect a severe impact on mining. 

 
Corpus Time  

Period 
Size  

Articles Words 

New Indian  
Express  

(English) 

2007.01.01 to 
2007.08.31 

2,359 347,050 

Dinamani 
(Tamil) 

2007.01.01 to 
2007.08.31 

2,359 256,456 

Table 1: Statistics on Comparable Corpora 

 

From the above corpora, we first extracted all the 

NEs from the English side, using the Stanford 

NER tool [Finkel et al, 2005].  No multiword    

expressions were considered for this experiment.  

Also, only those NEs that have a frequency count 

of more than a threshold value of FE were consi-

dered, in order to avoid unusual names that are 

hard to identify in the comparable corpora.  Thus, 

we extracted from the above corpora, only a subset 

of NEs found in the English side to be matched 

with their potential transliteration pairs; for exam-

ple, for a parameter setting of FE to 10, we extract 

only 274 legitimate NEs.   

 

From the Tamil side of the corpora, we extracted 

all words, and grouped them in to equivalence 

classes, by considering a prefix of 5 characters.  

That is, all words that share the same 5 characters 

were considered to be morphological variations of 

the same root word or NE in Tamil.  After they 

were grouped, the longest common prefix of the 

group is extracted, and is used as the signature of 

the equivalence class.  It should be noted here that 

though the number of unique words in the corpus 

is about 46,503, the number of equivalence classes 

to be considered changes depending on the filter-

ing threshold that we use in the Tamil side.  For 

example, at a threshold (FT) value of 1, the number 

of equivalence classes is 14,101.  It changes to 

4,612 at a threshold (FT) value of 5, to 2,888 at a 

threshold (FT) value of 10 and to 1779 at a thre-

shold (FT) value of 20.  However, their signature 

(i.e., longest common prefix) sizes ranged from 5 

to 13 characters.  Thus, we had about 14,101 equi-

valence classes, covering all the words from the 

Tamil corpus.  The equivalence classes thus 

formed were as shown in Figure 2: 

 
Tamil  
Signature 

Tamil  
Equiv. Class 

ஐஸ்வர்ோ 

(aiSvaryaa) 

ஐஸ்வர்ோ (aiSvaryaa),  

ஐஸ்வர்ோவின் (aiSvaryaavin),  

ஐஸ்வர்ோவுக்கு (aiSvaryaavukku), 

ஐஸ்வர்ோவவ (aiSvaryaavai),  

ஐஸ்வர்ோவிற்கும் (aiSvaryaaviRkum),                           

ஐஸ்வர்ோவுடன் (aiSvaryaavutan) 

பிம்    

(piram) 

பிம்புத்திோ (pirammapuththiraa), 

பிம்ோண்டோன (pirammaaNdamaana),         

பிம்பு (pirampu), பிம்ோ (pirammaa) 

கோசவோி 

(kaaveeri) 
கோசவோி (kaaveeri) 

ஐ ி ி  
(aicici) 

ஐ ி ி (aicici), ஐ ி ிின் (aicicyin),                

ஐ ி ிக்க (aicici kku), ஐ ி ிதோன் (aicicithaan),         

ஐ ி ிிடம் (aiciciyidam) 

Figure 2: Signatures and Equivalence Classes 
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As can be seen in the table, all elements of an 

equivalence class share the same signature (by  

definition). However, some signatures, such as 

ஐஸ்வர்ோ (aiSvaryaa), correspond to an equiva-

lence class in which every element is a morpholog-

ical variation of the signature.  Such equivalence 

classes, we name them pure.  Some signatures 

represent only a subset of the members, as this set 

includes some members unrelated to this stem; for 

example, the signature பிம் (piram), correctly   

corresponds to பிம்ோ (pirammaa), and incorrect-

ly to the noun பிம்பு (pirambu), as well as incor-

rectly to the adjective பிம்ோண்டோன (piram-

maandamaana).  We name such equivalence 

classes fuzzy.  Some are well formed, but may not 

ultimately contribute to our mining, being an ab-

breviation, such as ICC (in Tamil, ஐ ி ி), even 

though they are used similar to any NE in Tamil. 

While most equivalence classes contained inflec-

tions of single stems, we also found morphological 

variations of several compound names in the same 

equivalence class such as, அகத்நகர் (akamathña-

kar), அகதோபோத் (akamathaapaath), with அகத் 

(akamath). 

4.2 Classifier for Transliteration Pair Identi-

fication 

We used SVM-light [Joachims, 1999], a Support-

vector Machine (SVM) from Cornell University, to 

identify near transliterations between English and 

Tamil.   We used a seed corpus consisting of 5000 

transliteration pair samples collected from a differ-

ent resource, unrelated to the experimental compa-

rable corpora. In addition to the 5000 positive   

examples from this seed corpus, 5000 negative   

examples were extracted randomly, but incorrectly, 

aligned names from this same seed corpus and 

used for the classifier. 

 

The features used for the classification are binary 

features based on the length of the pair of strings 

and all aligned unigram and bigram pairs, in each 

direction, between the two strings in the seed cor-

pus in English and Tamil.  The length features in-

clude the difference in lengths between them (up to 

3), and a separate binary feature if they differ by 

more than 3.  For unigram pairs, the i
th 

character in  

a language string is matched to (i-1)
st
, 

 
i
th
 and 

 

(i+1)
st
 characters of the other language string.  

Each string is padded with special characters at the 

beginning and the end, for appropriately forming 

the unigrams for the first and the last characters of 

the string.  In the same manner, for binary features, 

every bigram extracted with a sliding window of 

size 2 from a language string, is matched with 

those extracted from the other language string.  

After the classifier is trained on the seed corpus of 

hand crafted transliteration pairs, during the min-

ing phase, it compares every English NE extracted 

from the English corpus, to every signature from 

the Tamil corpus. 

 

While classifier provided ranked list of all the sig-

natures from Tamil side, we consider only the top-

30 signatures (and the words in the equivalence 

classes) for subsequent steps of our methodology.  

We hand-verified a random sample of about 100 

NEs from English side, and report in Table 5, the 

fraction of the English NEs for which we found at 

least one legitimate transliteration in the top-30 

candidates (for example, the  recall of the classifier 

is 0.56, in identifying a right signature in the top-

30 candidates, when the threshold FE is 10 & FT is 

1).   

 

It is interesting to note that as the two threshold 

factors are increased, the number of NEs extracted 

from the English side decreases (as expected), and 

the average number of positive classifications per 

English NE reduces (as shown in Table 2), consi-

dering all NEs.  This makes sense as the classifier 

for identifying potential transliterations is trained 

with sizable corpora and is hence accurate; but, as 

the thresholds increase, it has less data to work 

with, and possibly a fraction of legitimate translite-

rations also gets filtered with noise. 

 
Parameters Extracted 

English NEs 

Ave. Positive 

Classifications/ 
English NE 

FE: 10, FT: 1 274 79.34 

FE: 5, FT: 5 588 29.50 

FE: 10, FT: 10 274 17.49 

FE: 20, FT: 20 125 10.55 

Table 2: Threshold Parameters vs Mining Quantity 

 

Table 3 shows some sample results after the classi-

fication step with parameter values as (FE: 10, FT: 1). 

Right signature for Aishwarya (corresponding to 

all correct transliterations) has been ranked 10 and 

Gandhi (with only a subset of the equivalence class 
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corresponding to the right transliterations) has been 

ranked at 8.  Three different variations of Argenti-
na can be found, ranked 2

nd
, 3

rd
 and 13

th
.  While, in 

general no abbreviations are found (usually their 

Tamil equivalents are spelled out), a rare case of 

abbreviation (SAARC) and its right transliteration is 

ranked 1
st
.   

 

 
English 
Named Entity 

Tamil Equivalence Class  
Signature 

Precision Rank 

aishwarya ஐஸ்வர்ோ (aiSvaryaa) 1 10 

argentina அர்ஜன்டினோவில    

(arjantinaavila) 

1 2 

argentina ஆர்ஜஜன்டினோவி    

(aarjantinaavi) 

1 3 

argentina ஆர்ஜன்டினோவில்    

(aarjantinaavil) 

1 13 

gandhi கோந்த (kaañtha) 0.2121 8 

saarc  ோர்க் (saark) 1 1 

Table 3: Ranked List after Classification Step 
 

4.3 Enhancing the Quality of Transliteration-

Pairs 

For the frequency analysis, we use the frequency 

distribution of the words in English and Tamil side 

of the comparable corpora, counting the number of 

occurrences of NEs in English and the Tamil    

signatures in each temporal bin spanning the entire 

corpus. We consider one temporal bin to be equal 

to two successive days. Thus, each of the English 

NEs and the Tamil signatures is represented by a 

vector of dimension approximately 120. We com-

pute the distance between the two vectors, and  

hypothesize that they may represent the same (or, 

similar) name, if the difference between them is 

zero (or, small).  Note that, as mentioned earlier,  

the frequency vector of the Tamil signature will 

contain the sum of individual frequencies of the 

elements in the equivalence class corresponding to 

it.  Given that the classifier step outputs a list of 

English NEs, and associated with each entry, a 

ranked list of Tamil signatures that are identified as 

potential transliteration by the classifier, we com-

pute the distance between the frequency vector of 

every English NE, with each of the top-30 signa-

tures in the ranked list.  We re-rank the top-30 

candidate strings, using this distance measure.  The 

output is similar to that shown in Table 4, but with 

possibly a different rank order. 

 

 

English 
Named Entity 

Tamil Equivalence Class  
Signature 

Precision Rank 

aishwarya ஐஸ்வர்ோ (aiSvaryaa) 1 1 

argentina அர்ஜன்டினோவில           

(arjantinaavila) 

1 1 

argentina ஆர்ஜஜன்டினோவி          

(aarjantinaavi) 

1 3 

argentina ஆர்ஜன்டினோவில்          

(aarjantinaavil) 

1 14 

gandhi கோந்த (kaañtha) 0.2121 16 

saarc  ோர்க் (saark) 1 1 

Table 4: Ranked List after Frequency Analysis Step 

 

On comparing Table 3 and 4, we observe that some 

of the ranks have moved for the better, and some 

of them for the worse.  It is interesting to note that 

the ranking of different stems corresponding to 

Argentina has moved differently.  It is quite likely 

that merging these three equivalence classes cor-

responding to the English NE Argentina might re-

sult in a frequency profile that is more closely 

aligned to that of the English NE.   

4.4 Overall Performance of Transliteration 

Pairs Mining 

To find the effectiveness of each step of the mining 

process in identifying the right signatures (and 

hence, the equivalence classes) for a given English 

NE, we computed the Mean Reciprocal Rank 

(MRR) of the random sample of 100 transliteration 

pairs mined, in two different ways:  First, we com-

puted MRRpure, which corresponded to the first oc-

currence of a pure equivalence class, and MRRfuzzy, 

which corresponded to the first occurrence of a 

fuzzy equivalence class in the random samples.  

MRRfuzzy captures how successful the mining was 

in identifying one possible transliteration, MRRpure, 

captures how successful we were in identifying an 

equivalence class that contains only right translite-

rations
2
.  In addition, these metrics were computed, 

corresponding to different frequency thresholds for 

the occurrence of a English NE (FE) and a Tamil 

signature (FT).  The overall quality profile of the 

mining framework in mining the NE transliteration 

pairs in English and Tamil is shown in Table 5.  

Additionally, we also report the recall metric (the 

fraction of English NEs, for which at least one le-

                                                 
2
 However, it should be noted that the current metrics 

neither capture how pure an equivalence class is (frac-

tion of the set that are correct transliterations), nor the 

size of the equivalence class.  We hope to specify these 

as part of quality of mining, in our subsequent work.  
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gitimate Tamil signature was identified) computed 

on a randomly chosen 100 entity pairs. 

 

Parameters 

Classification 
Step 

Frequency 
Analysis Step Re-

call MRR 

fuzzy  
MRR 

pure 
MRR 

fuzzy  
MRR 

pure 

FE: 10, FT: 1 0.3579 0.2831 0.3990 0.3145 0.56 

FE: 5, FT: 5 0.4490 0.3305 0.5064 0.3529 0.61 

FE: 10, FT: 10 0.4081 0.2731 0.4930 0.3494 0.57 

FE: 20, FT: 20 0.3489 0.2381 0.4190 0.2779 0.47 

Table 5: Quality Profile of NE Pairs Extraction 

 

First, it should be noted that the recalls are the 

same for both the steps, since Frequency Analysis 

step merely re-arranges the output of the Classifi-

cation step.  Second, the recall figures drop, as 

more filtering is applied to the NEs on both sides.  

This trend makes sense, since the classifier gets 

less data to work with, as more legitimate words 

are filtered out with noise.  Third, as can be ex-

pected, MRRpure is less than the MRRfuzzy at every 

step of the mining process.  Fourth, we see that the 

MRRpure and the MRRfuzzy improve between the two 

mining steps, indicating that the time-series analy-

sis has, in general, made the output better.   

 

Finally, we find that the MRRpure and the MRRfuzzy 

keep dropping with increased filtering of English 

NEs and Tamil signatures based on their frequen-

cy, in both the classification and frequency analy-

sis steps. The fall of the MRRs after the classifica-

tion steps is due to the fact that the classifier has 

less and less data with the increasing threshold, 

and hence some legitimate transliterations may be 

filtered out as noise.  However, the frequency 

analysis step critically depends on availability of 

sufficient words from the Tamil side for similarity 

testing.  In frequency analysis step, the fall of 

MRRs from threshold 5 to 10 is 0.0134 on MRRfuzzy 

and 0.0035 on MRRpure. This fall is comparatively 

less to the fall of MRRs from threshold 10 to 20 

which is 0.074 on MRRfuzzy and 0.0715 on MRRpure. 

This may be due to the fact that the number of legi-

timate transliterations filtered out from threshold 5 

to 10 is less when compared to the number of legi-

timate transliterations filtered out from threshold 

10 to 20. These results show that with less number 

of words filtered, it can get reasonable recall and 

MRR values. More profiling experiments may be 

needed to  validate this claim.      

5 Open Issues in NE pair Mining 

In this paper, we outline our experience in mining 

parallel NEs between English and Tamil, in an  

approach similar to the one discussed in [Klemen-

tiev and Roth, 2006].  Over and above, we made 

parameter choices, and some procedural modifica-

tions to bridge the underspecified methodology 

given in the above work.  While the results are 

promising, we find several issues that need further 

research.  We outline some of them below: 

5.1 Indistinguishable Signatures 

Table 7 shows a signature that offers little help in 

distinguishing a set of words.  Both the words, 

ஜ ன்வன (cennai) and morphological variations of 

ஜ ன் (cen), share the same 5-character signature, 

namely, ஜ ன்ன  (cenna), affecting the frequency 

distribution of the signature adversely. 

 
English 
Named 
Entity 

Tamil 
Named 
Entity 

Tamil  
Equivalent Class 

chennai 
ஜ ன்வன 

(cennai) 

ஜ ன்வன (cennai), ஜ ன்வனில் (cennaiyil), 

ஜ ன்வனிலிருந்து (cennaiyilirunthu), 

ஜ ன்னின் (cennin), ஜ ன்னுக்கு           (cen-

nukku),ஜ ன்வனவ (cennaiyai) 

Table 7: Multiple-Entity Equivalence Class 

5.2 Abbreviations 

Table 8 shows a set of abbreviations, that are not 

identified well in our NE pair mining. Between the 

two languages, the abbreviations may be either 

expanded, as BJP expanded to (the equivalent 

translation for Bharatiya Janatha Party in Tamil), 

or spelled out, as in BSNL referred to as 

பிஎஸ்என்எல் (pieSenel).  The last example is very 

interesting, as each W in English is written out as 

டபிள்யூ (tapiLyuu).  All these are hard to capture 

by a simple classifier that is trained on well-formed 

transliteration pairs.  

 
English 
Named 
Entity 

Tamil  
Named Entity 

BJP 

போஜக (paajaka), போ.ஜ.க. (paa. ja. ka.), போதீ 

ஜனதோ கட் ி (paarathiiya janathaa katci) 

BSNL 

பிஎஸ்என்எல் (pieSenel), பிஎஸ்என்எல்லின்     

(pieSenellin), பிஎஸ்என்எல்வல (piesenellai) 

WWW 
டபிள்யூடபிள்யூடபிள்யூ  

(tapiLyuutapiLyuutapiLyuu) 

Table 8: Multiple-Entity Equivalence Class 
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5.3 Multiword Expressions 

This methodology is currently designed for mining 

only single word expressions.  It may be an inter-

esting line of research to mine multiword expres-

sions automatically. 

6 Related Work 

Our work essentially follows a similar procedure 

as reported in [Klementiev and Roth, 2006] paper, 

but applied to English-Tamil language pair.  Earli-

er works, such as [Cucerzan and Yarowsky, 1999] 

and [Collins and Singer, 1999] addressed identifi-

cation of NEs from untagged corpora. They relied 

on significant contextual and morphological clues.  

[Hetland, 2004] outlined methodologies based on 

time distribution of terms in a corpus to identify 

NEs, but only in English.  While a large body of 

literature exists on transliteration, we merely point 

out that the focus of this work (based on [Klemen-

tiev and Roth, 2006]) is not on transliteration, but 

mining transliteration pairs, which may be used for 

developing a transliteration system.   

7 Conclusions 

In this paper, we focused on mining NE transliteration 

pairs in two different languages, namely English and an 

Indian language, Tamil.  While we adopted a methodol-

ogy similar to that in [Klementiev and Roth, 2006], our 

focus was on mining parallel NE transliteration pairs, 

leveraging the availability of comparable corpora and a 

well-trained linear classifier to identify transliteration 

pairs.  We profiled the performance of our mining 

framework on several parameters, and presented the 

results.  Our experiment results are inline with those 

reported by [Klementiev and Roth, 2006]. Given that 

the NE pairs are an important resource for several NLP 

tasks, we hope that such a methodology to mine the 

comparable corpora may be fruitful, as comparable   

corpora may be freely available in perpetuity in several 

of the world’s languages.  
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Abstract

Accurate high-coverage translation is a vi-
tal component of reliable cross language in-
formation access (CLIA) systems. While
machine translation (MT) has been shown
to be effective for CLIA tasks in previous
evaluation workshops, it is not well suited
to specialized tasks where domain specific
translations are required. We demonstrate
that effective query translation for CLIA can
be achieved in the domain of cultural her-
itage (CH). This is performed by augment-
ing a standard MT system with domain-
specific phrase dictionaries automatically
mined from the online Wikipedia. Exper-
iments using our hybrid translation system
with sample query logs from users of CH
websites demonstrate a large improvement
in the accuracy of domain specific phrase de-
tection and translation.

1 Introduction

Reliable translation is a key component of effective
Cross Language Information Access (CLIA) sys-
tems. Various approaches to translation have been
explored at evaluation workshops such as TREC1,
CLEF2 and NTCIR3. Experiments at these work-
shops have been based on laboratory collections
consisting of news articles or technical reports with
“TREC” style queries with a minimum length of a

1trec.nist.gov
2http://www.clef-campaign.org/
3http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/

full sentence. Test collection design at these work-
shops often ensures that there are a reasonable num-
ber of relevant documents available for each query.
In such cases general purpose translation resources
based on bilingual dictionaries and standard ma-
chine translation (MT) have been shown to be ef-
fective for translation in CLIA. However, this is less
likely to be the case when translating the very short
queries typically entered by general users of search
engines, particularly when they are seeking informa-
tion in a specific domain.

Online cultural heritage (CH) content is currently
appearing in many countries produced by organisa-
tions such as national libraries, museums, galleries
and audiovisual archives. Additionally, there are in-
creasing amounts of CH relevant content available
more generally on the World Wide Web. While
some of this material concerns national or regional
content only of local interest, much material relates
to items involving multiple nations and languages,
for example concerning events or groups encom-
passing large areas of Europe or Asia. In order to
gain a full understanding of such things, including
details contained in different collections and explor-
ing different cultural perspectives, often requires ef-
fective multilingual search technologies.

CH content encompasses various different media,
including of course text documents, but also im-
ages, videos, and audio recordings which may only
be described by very limited metadata labels. Such
metadata may include simple factual details such as
date of creation, but also descriptive details relat-
ing to the contents of the item and interpretation
and contextualization of the content. Multilingual
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searching using metadata content requires that ei-
ther the metadata be translated into a language with
which the user is able to search or that the search
query be translated into the language of the meta-
data. This alternative of document or query trans-
lation is a well rehearsed argument in CLIA, which
has generally concerned itself with full text docu-
ment searching. However, the features of metadata
require a more careful analysis. Metadata is typi-
cally dense in search terms, while lacking the lin-
guistic structure and information redundancy of full
text documents. The absence of linguistic struc-
ture makes precise translation of content problem-
atic, while the lack of redundancy means that accu-
rate translation of individual words and phrases be-
tween the query and document is vital to minimize
mismatch between query and document terms. De-
veloping reliable and robust approaches to transla-
tion for metadata search is thus an important com-
ponent of search for many CH archives.

The EU FP6 MultiMatch4 project is concerned
with information access for multimedia and multi-
lingual content for a range of European languages.
In this paper we report on the MultiMatch query
translation methods we are developing to deal with
domain-specific language in the CH domain. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of these techniques
using example query logs from CH sites in English,
Spanish and Italian. We translate the queries and ex-
amine the quality of these translations using human
annotation. We show how a domain-specific phrase
dictionary can be used to augment traditional gen-
eral MT systems to improve the coverage and relia-
bility of translation of these queries. We also show
how retrieval performance on CH image metadata is
improved with the use of these improved, domain-
specific translations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 introduces the translation resources
used for this study, Section 3 describes our experi-
mental setup and results, Section 4 summarizes our
conclusions, and Section 5 gives details of our on-
going work.

4www.multimatch.org

2 Query Translation Techniques

The MT approach to query translation for CLIA
uses an existing MT system to provide automatic
translation. Using MT systems for query transla-
tion is widely used in CLIA when such a system
is available for the particular language pair under
consideration. Results reported at the standard re-
trieval evaluation workshops have often shown it
to be competitive with other translation methods.
However, while MT systems can provide reasonable
translations for general language expressions, they
are often not sufficient for domain-specific phrases
that contain personal names, place names, techni-
cal terms, titles of artworks, etc. In addition, cer-
tain words and phrases hold special meanings in a
specific domain. For example, the Spanish phrase
“Canto general” is translated into English as “gen-
eral song”, which is arguably correct. However, in
the CH domain, “Canto general” refers to a book ti-
tle from Pablo Neruda’s book of poems and should
be translated directly into English as the phrase
“Canto general”. Multiple-word phrases are more
information-bearing and more unambiguously rep-
resented than single words. They are often domain-
specific and typically absent from static lexicons.
Effective translation of such phrases is therefore par-
ticularly critical for short queries that are typically
entered by non-expert users of search engines.

The focus of the research reported in this paper
is a method to improve translation effectiveness of
phrases previously untranslated or inappropriately
translated by a standard MT system. In this work we
combine an MT system with domain-specific phrase
dictionaries mined from the online Wikipedia. The
next sections describe the construction of our dictio-
naries and their combination with the MT system.

2.1 Phrase Dictionary Construction

Our phrase translation system uses domain-specific
phrase dictionaries built by mining the online
Wikipedia5. As a multilingual hypertext medium,
Wikipedia has been shown to be a valuable new
source of translation information (Adafre and de
Rijke, 2005; Adafre and de Rijke, 2006; Bouma
et al., 2006; Declerck et al., 2006). Wikipedia is
structured as an interconnected network of articles,

5http://wikipedia.org
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Figure 1: An example of Italian–English query translation.

in particular, wikipedia page titles in one language
are often linked to a multilingual database of cor-
responding terms. Unlike the web, most hyper-
links in wikipedia have a more consistent pattern
and meaningful interpretation. For example, the En-
glish wikipedia page http://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Cupid_and_Psyche hyperlinks to its counter-
part written in Italian http://it.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Amore_e_Psiche, where the basenames of
these two URLs (“Cupid and Psyche” and “Amore e
Psiche”) are an English–Italian translation pair. The
URL basename can be considered to be a term (sin-
gle word or multiple-word phrase) that should be
translated as a unit.

Utilizing the multilingual linkage feature of
Wikipedia, we implement a three-stage automatic
process to mine wikipedia pages as a translation
source and construct phrase dictionaries in the cul-
ture heritage domain.

1. First, we performed a web crawl from the En-
glish wikipedia, Category: Culture. This cate-
gory contains links to articles and subcategories
concerning arts, religions, traditions, entertain-
ment, philosophy, etc. The crawl process is re-
stricted to the category of culture including all
of its recursive subcategories. In total, we col-
lected 458, 929 English pages.

2. For each English page obtained, we extracted
the hyperlinks to each of the query languages
(Italian and Spanish).

3. We then selected the basenames of each

pair of hyperlinks (English–Italian, English–
Spanish) as translations and added them into
our domain-specific dictionaries. The multiple-
word phrases were added into the phrase dictio-
nary for each language. These phrase dictionar-
ies are later used for dictionary-based phrase
identification.

The dictionaries we compiled contain about 90, 000,
70, 000, and 80, 000 distinct multiple-word phrases
in English, Italian, and Spanish respectively. The
majority of the phrases extracted are CH domain-
specific named entities and the rest of them are
general noun-based phrases, such as “Music of Ire-
land” and “Philosophy of history”. We did not ap-
ply any classifier to filter out the general noun-based
phrases, since such phrases play an equally impor-
tant role in the query translation process as domain-
specific named entities.

2.2 Improved MT-based Translation

Figure 1 shows our query translation process which
proceeds as follows:

Lexical rule-based phrase identification Given a
query, the first task is to locate phrases. Three meth-
ods of multiple-word phrase identification have been
commonly used: lexical rule-based (Ballesteros and
Croft, 1997; Hull and Grefenstette, 1996), statisti-
cal (Coenen et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2001), and syn-
tactical methods (Sharma and Raman, 2003; Gel-
bukh et al., 2004; Van de Cruys and Villada Moirón,
2007). The lexical rule-based approach with max-
imum forward matching was adopted in our query
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translation process due to its robust performance and
computational simplicity. The query is sequentially
scanned to match the phrase dictionary. The longest
matched subsequence is taken as a phrase and trans-
lated via a domain-specific dictionary lookup. This
process is recursively invoked on the remaining part
of the query until no matches are found. The per-
formance of this approach depends strongly on the
completeness of the coverage of the adopted dictio-
nary. Our experimental results showed that at least
one phrase is detected in 90% of the testing queries,
for example, personal names, geographic locations,
and titles of various types of artworks. This indicates
that the phrase dictionaries we compiled can be used
to accurately identify phrases in web queries.

WorldLingo machine translation We translate
the original query into the target language using the
WorldLingo6 MT system. WorldLingo was selected
for the MultiMatch project because it generally pro-
vides good translation between English, Spanish,
Italian, and Dutch — the languages relevant to the
Multimatch project. In addition, it provides a useful
API that can be used to translate queries in real-time
via HTTP transfer protocol.

Phrase translation validation For each of the
phrases previously recognized, we again pass it to
the MT system and the translation Tmt of this phrase
is returned by WorldLingo. Tmt is then replaced in
the WorldLingo translation of the query by the trans-
lations(s) Tdict from our domain-specific dictionary,
if Tmt 6= Tdict. This allows us to correct unreliable
phrase translations generated by the MT system.

3 Experimental Investigation

The goal of our experiments was to evaluate the
usefulness and the accuracy of the domain-specific
translation dictionaries. Instead of using queries
from a standard information retrieval test collection,
we experimented with queries explicitly seeking CH
information from real query log data provided by
CH organisations.

3.1 Query Log

The query log data used in this investigation was
provided by three European CH organisations par-

6http://worldlingo.com

# Detected # Untranslated Proportionby dictionaries by WorldLingo
EN–IT 14 11 79%
EN–ES 19 11 58%
IT–EN 83 33 40%
ES–EN 74 33 45%

Table 1: Number of detected phrases using the
domain-specific dictionaries.

Total # Exactly # + Extra # + Minor
correct translations noise

EN–IT 14 13 1 0
EN–ES 19 17 1 1
IT–EN 83 40 43 0
ES–EN 74 37 5 32

Table 2: Correctness of the translations of detected
domain-specific phrases.

ticipating in the MultiMatch project, and is taken
from their archives of real user queries. The data
consists of 100 English, 1048 Italian, and 1088
Spanish distinct web queries and the number of hits
of each query. The top 200 most popular multiple-
word queries in Italian and Spanish were selected as
the queries for testing. Due to the smaller size of
the English query log, we only obtained English 53
phrasal queries.

We used two methods of evaluation: first, the dic-
tionary usefulness and the translation effectiveness
are judged extrinsically by human assessment; and
second, evaluation using a parallel Italian–English
metadata document set explored how translation af-
fects the retrieval performance of an information re-
trieval system.

3.2 Human Judgement Evaluation

The WorldLingo MT system was used to translate
Spanish and Italian queries into English and vice
versa. Our domain-specific dictionaries were used
to translate phrases within the queries into the same
target languages. It should be noted that it is not pos-
sible to directly compare the lexical coverage of our
domain-specific dictionaries and the built-in phrase
dictionaries of WorldLingo since we don’t have ac-
cess to the internal WorldLingo dictionaries.

To evaluate the usefulness of our dictionaries, we
observed the proportion of domain-specific phrases
in the various query sets that can be translated us-
ing our domain-specific dictionaries mined from the
web, but are incorrectly translated by WorldLingo.
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Original Query WorldLingo Translation Improved Machine Translation
EN–IT
turner east sussex Turner Sussex orientale Turner East Sussex
still life flowers fiori di vita tranquilla fiori di Natura morta
francis bacon Francis Bacon Francesco Bacone
pop art arte di schiocco Pop art
m c escher escher di m. c Maurits Cornelis Escher
american 60’s americano 60’s americano Anni 1960
EN–ES
vanessa bell campana del vanessa Vanessa Bell
turner east sussex Turner sussex del este Turner East Sussex
henry moore moore del Henrio Henry Moore
still life flowers flores de la vida inmóvil flores de Bodegón
guerrilla girls muchachas del guerrilla Guerrilla Girls
IT–EN
leonardo da vinci leonardo from you win Da Vinci, Leonardo da Vinci,

Leonardo daVinci, Leonardo de Vinci
duomo di milano dome of Milan Cathedral of Milan, Duomo di Milan,

Duomo di Milano, Duomo of Milan, Milan Cathedral
beni culturali cultural assets Cultural heritage
arte povera poor art Arte povera
san lorenzo saint lorenzo Lawrence of Rome, Saint Lawrence, St Lawrence,
gentile da fabriano kind from fabriano Gentile da Fabriano
statua della liberta statue of the freedom Statue of Liberty
aldo rossi aldo red Aldo Rossi
arnaldo pomodoro arnaldo tomato Arnaldo Pomodoro
la cattura di cristo di caravaggio the capture of caravaggio Christ The Taking of Christ caravaggio
ES–EN
lope de vega lope of fertile valley Lope de Vega
literatura infantil infantile Literature Children’s book, Children’s books,Children’s literature
cantar de mio cid to sing of mine cid Cantar de mio Cid, Lay of the Cid, The Lay of the Cid
el quijote de la mancha quijote of the spot quijote of La Mancha
dulce maria loynaz candy Maria loynaz Dulce Marı́a Loynaz
andres bello andres beautiful Andrés Bello
filosofia del derecho philosophy of the right Philosophy of law
elogio de la locura praise of madness In Praise of Folly, Praise of Folly, The Praise of Folly
la regenta it runs it La Regenta
cristobal colon cristobal colon Christopher Colombus, Christopher Columbus,

Cristopher Columbus

Table 3: Some examples of improved translations using the domain-specific dictionaries. (The corrected
phrase translations are in italic.)

Namely, we tested the ability of our system to
detect and correct the presence of unreliable MT
translations for domain-specific phrases. Translated
phrases for these queries can generally be judged
unambiguously as correct or incorrect by a bilin-
gual speaker of the languages involved, and so we
are confident that assessment of translation accuracy
here does not involve significant degrees of subjec-
tivity.

As shown in Table 1, we can see that 79%, 58%,
40%, and 45% of incorrect MT-translated phrases
were able to be corrected using the domain-specific
dictionaries mined from wikipedia, in EN–IT, EN–

ES, IT–EN, and ES–EN translation tasks, respec-
tively. Our system leads to a large improvement in
MT translation for domain-specific phrases. Some
examples of improved query translations are shown
in Table 3.

We also conducted an investigation on the cor-
rectness of the translation mined from wikipedia,
as shown in Table 2. Exact correct translation is
strictly-correct single translation. Extra translation
refers to strictly-correct multiple translations, for
example, “Cathedral of Milan, Duomo di Milan,
Duomo di Milano, Duomo of Milan, Milan Cathe-
dral” (Italian: Duomo di Milano). It is interesting to
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observe that about 50% of Italian phrases are found
to have multiple correct English translations due to
multiple English wikipedia pages being redirected
to the same Italian pages. Some minor noise is ob-
served when the correct translation contains some
related additional words, such as “Alfonso XII of
Spain” (Spanish: Alfonso XII). When used for in-
formation retrieval, this additional information can
sometimes improve effectiveness.

We are not able to manually evaluate the accuracy
of all translation pairs in our bilingual dictionaries
due to limited resources. However, our results for
sample queries from user logs demonstrate that our
translations are generally highly accurate.

3.3 Intrinsic Evaluation Using IR System
Our information retrieval experiments were per-
formed on a database of metadata associated with a
collection of 5000 CH photographs. The metadata to
describe each artifact in the collection is available in
English and in Italian. Each photograph is described
identically in both languages. We formed a separate
search index for English and Italian. Search was car-
ried out using the Lucene search engine7. We carried
out an evaluation based on this collection which pro-
ceeded as follows:

1. Submit the original queries to the index and
record the ranked list of references returned.

2. Submit the translated queries to the appropriate
index and record the ranked list of references
returned.

3. Find the correlation between the lists returned
for the native language queries and the queries
translated to that language.

4. The better translation will have the stronger
correlation with the native language list.

Due to the fact that the corpus was only complete
in the Italian and English versions, we were unable
to include the Spanish queries in this part of the eval-
uation. Also, while this collection is based in the CH
domain, some of the queries yield no relevant docu-
ments due to their specialist nature. The collection
of queries for which meaningful retrieval results are

7http://lucene.apache.org/

returned is too small to allow for a quantitative anal-
ysis of retrieval effectiveness. Therefore, we present
a qualitative analysis of some of the more interesting
cases.

3.3.1 Italian–English translations
The Italian queries cover a wide range of Italian

interests in CH. We present here a sample of some
of the more interesting results.

Arnaldo Pomodoro This refers to an Italian artist,
but the name “Pomodoro” is translated to “Tomato”
in English by WorldLingo. While there were no
references to the artist in the collection, all docu-
ments returned contained the term “tomato” (refer-
ring to the vegetable) which are irrelevant to the
query. The dictionary-based translation recognized
the name and therefore left it untranslated. It is
preferable to retrieve no documents rather than to
retrieve irrelevant ones.

Amore e Psiche This refers to the sculpture en-
titled “Cupid and Psyche” in English. This phrase
was matched in our phrase dictionary and translated
correctly. The MT system translated this as “Love,
Psyche”. The dictionary translation was observed
to retrieve relevant documents with greater precision
since it matched against the more specific term “Cu-
pid”, as opposed to the more general term “Love”.

David Michaelangelo This query provided a
counterexample. The phrase dictionary added the
term “statue” to the translated query. This led to re-
trieval of a large number of non-relevant documents.

3.3.2 English–Italian translations
As with the Italian queries, there was not much

overlap between the query log and the document col-
lection. Some of the interesting translations include:

pop art This phrase was recognized by our
domain-specific dictionary, and so was left in its
original form for searching in Italian. Interestingly,
this led to an improvement in search accuracy for the
query compared to that in the English language col-
lection. For the English index, this phrase matched
many non-relevant documents which contained the
word “art”. However, when searching in the Italian
index, where “art” is not a word encountered in the
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general vocabulary, the phrase retrieves only 7 doc-
uments, of which 5 were relevant.

Turner East Sussex The place name “East Sus-
sex” was correctly recognized and translated by our
phrase dictionary. However the MT system again
failed to recognise it and translated the partial term
“East” to “Orientale”. The presence of the term
“Orientale” in the translated query resulted in many
non-relevant documents being retrieved, reducing
the precision of the query.

The examples given in this section provide anec-
dotal evidence to support the view that the auto-
matically mined domain-specific phrase dictionary
improves the performance of the retrieval system.
Query sets and relevance judgements are being cre-
ated for the MultiMatch document set by domain ex-
perts who compiled the original collections. Thus
we will be able to ensure that the query sets are a
good representative sample of the information needs
of the typical user. These test collections will allow
us to conduct full quantitative analysis of our sys-
tem.

4 Conclusions

We have presented an automatic mining system de-
veloped for construction of domain-specific phrase
dictionaries. Phrases not translated by a general
MT system are shown to be translated effectively
using these dictionaries. The extracted translations
were evaluated by human assessment and shown to
be highly accurate. We have also demonstrated a
way to combine these dictionaries with MT for top-
ical phrases in the culture heritage domain. Our ex-
perimental results show that we were able to detect
and correct a large proportion of domain-specific
phrases unsuccessfully translated by MT, and thus
improve information retrieval effectiveness and fa-
cilitate MLIA.

5 Ongoing Work

In our ongoing work we plan to further extend the
coverage of our dictionaries by exploring the min-
ing of other translations pairs from within the linked
Wikipedia pages. While the method described in this
paper has been shown to be effective for query trans-
lation, we have so far only demonstrated its behav-
ior for a very small number of queries to our CLIA

system. We are currently developing test collections
based on several CH data sets to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our hybrid query translation method.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a statistical translit-
eration technique that is language indepen-
dent. This technique uses Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) alignment and Conditional
Random Fields (CRF), a discriminative
model. HMM alignment maximizes the
probability of the observed (source, target)
word pairs using the expectation maximiza-
tion algorithm and then the character level
alignments (n-gram) are set to maximum
posterior predictions of the model. CRF
has efficient training and decoding processes
which is conditioned on both source and
target languages and produces globally op-
timal solutions. We apply this technique
for Hindi-English transliteration task. The
results show that our technique perfoms
better than the existing transliteration sys-
tem which uses HMM alignment and con-
ditional probabilities derived from counting
the alignments.

1 Introduction

In cross language information retrieval (CLIR)
a user issues a query in one language to search
a document collection in a different language.
Out of Vocabulary (OOV) words are problematic
in CLIR. These words are a common source of
errors in CLIR. Most of the query terms are OOV
words like named entities, numbers, acronyms and
technical terms. These words are seldom found in
Bilingual dictionaries used for translation. These
words can be the most important words in the query.
These words need to be transcribed into document
language when query and document languages
do not share common alphabet. The practice of
transcribing a word or text written in one language
into another language is called transliteration.

A source language word can have more than
one valid transliteration in target language. For
example for the Hindi word below four different
transliterations are possible .

- gautam, gautham, gowtam, gowtham

Therefore, in a CLIR context, it becomes im-
portant to generate all possible transliterations to
retrieve documents containing any of the given
forms.

Most current transliteration systems use a gen-
erative model for transliteration such as freely
available GIZA++1 (Och and Ney , 2000),an im-
plementation of the IBM alignment models (Brown
et al., 1993). These systems use GIZA++ (which
uses HMM alignment) to get character level
alignments (n-gram) from word aligned data. The
transliteration system was built by counting up the
alignments and converting the counts to conditional
probabilities. The readers are strongly encouraged
to refer to (Nasreen and Larkey , 2003) to have a
detailed understanding of this technique.

In this paper, we present a simple statistical
technique for transliteration. This technique
uses HMM alignment and Conditional Random
Fields (Hanna , 2004) a discriminative model.
Based on this technique desired number of translit-
erations are generated for a given source language
word. We also describe the Hindi-English transliter-
ation system built by us. However there is nothing
particular to both these languages in the system.
We evaluate the transliteration system on a test
set of proper names from Hindi-English parallel
transliterated word lists. We compare the efficiency
of this system with the system that was developed
using HMMs (Hidden Markov Models) only.

1http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html
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2 Previous work

Earlier work in the field of Hindi CLIR was done
by Jaleel and Larkey (Larkey et al., 2003). They did
this based on their work in English-Arabic transliter-
ation for cross language Information retrieval (Nas-
reen and Larkey , 2003). Their approach was
based on HMM using GIZA++ (Och and Ney ,
2000). Prior work in Arabic-English translitera-
tion for machine translation purpose was done by
Arababi (Arbabi et al., 1994). They developed a hy-
brid neural network and knowledge-based system to
generate multiple English spellings for Arabic per-
son names. Knight and Graehl (Knight and Graehl
, 1997) developed a five stage statistical model to
do back transliteration, that is, recover the original
English name from its transliteration into Japanese
Katakana. Stalls and Knight (Stalls and Knight ,
1998) adapted this approach for back translitera-
tion from Arabic to English of English names. Al-
Onaizan and Knight (Onaizan and Knight , 2002)
have produced a simpler Arabic/English translitera-
tor and evaluates how well their system can match a
source spelling. Their work includes an evaluation
of the transliterations in terms of their reasonable-
ness according to human judges. None of these stud-
ies measures their performance on a retrieval task or
on other NLP tasks. Fujii and Ishikawa (Fujii and
Ishikawa , 2001) describe a transliteration system
for English-Japanese cross language IR that requires
some linguistic knowledge. They evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of their system on an English-Japanese
cross language IR task.

3 Problem Description

The problem can be stated formally as a se-
quence labelling problem from one language al-
phabet to other. Consider a source language word
x1x2..xi..xN where each xi is treated as a word
in the observation sequence. Let the equivalent
target language orthography of the same word be
y1y2..yi..yN where each yi is treated as a label in
the label sequence. The task here is to generate a
valid target language word (label suquence) for the
source language word (observation sequence).

x1 —————– y1

x2 —————– y2

. ——————- .

. ——————- .

. ——————- .
xN —————— yN

Here the valid target language alphabet(yi) for a
source language alphabet(xi) in the input source
language word may depend on various factors like

1. The source language alphabet in the input
word.

2. The context(alphabets) surrounding source lan-
guage alphabet(xi) in the input word.

3. The context(alphabets) surrounding target lan-
guage alphabet(yi) in the desired output word.

4 Transliteration using HMM alignment
and CRF

Our approach for transliteration is divided into
two phases. The first phase induces character
alignments over a word-aligned bilingual corpus,
and the second phase uses some statistics over the
alignments to transliterate the source language word
and generate the desired number of target language
words.

The selected statistical model for translitera-
tion is based on HMM alignment and CRF. HMM
alignment maximizes the probability of the observed
(source, target) word pairs using the expectation
maximization algorithm. After the maximization
process is complete, the character level alignments
(n-gram) are set to maximum posterior predictions
of the model. This alignment is used to get char-
acter level alignment (n-gram) of source and target
language words. From the character level alignment
obtained we compare each source language charac-
ter (n-gram) to a word and its corresponding target
language character (n-gram) to a label. Conditional
random fields (CRFs) are a probabilistic framework
for labeling and segmenting sequential data. We use
CRFs to generate target language word (similar to
label sequence) from source language word (similar
to observation sequence).

CRFs are undirected graphical models which
define a conditional distribution over a label
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sequence given an observation sequence. We
define CRFs as conditional probability distributions
P (Y |X) of target language words given source
language words. The probability of a particular
target language word Y given source language word
X is the normalized product of potential functions
each of the form

e
(
∑

j
λjtj(Yi−1,Yi,X,i))+(

∑
k

µksk(Yi,X,i))

where tj(Yi−1, Yi, X, i) is a transition feature
function of the entire source language word and the
target language characters (n-gram) at positions i
and i− 1 in the target language word; sk(Yi, X, i) is
a state feature function of the target language word
at position i and the source language word; and λj

and µk are parameters to be estimated from training
data.

Fj(Y, X) =
n∑

i=1

fj(Yi−1, Yi, X, i)

where each fj(Yi−1, Yi, X, i) is either a state
function s(Yi−1, Yi, X, i) or a transition function
t(Yi−1, Yi, X, i). This allows the probability of a tar-
get language word Y given a source language word
X to be written as

P (Y |X, λ) = (
1

Z(X)
)e(

∑
λjFj(Y,X))

Z(X) is a normalization factor.

The parameters of the CRF are usually estimated
from a fully observed training data {(x(k), y(k))}.
The product of the above equation over all training
words, as a function of the parameters λ, is known
as the likelihood, denoted by p({y(k)}|{x(k)}, λ).
Maximum likelihood training chooses parameter
values such that the logarithm of the likelihood,
known as the log-likelihood, is maximized. For a
CRF, the log-likelihood is given by

L(λ) =
∑
k

[log
1

Z(x(k))
+

∑
j

λjFj(y(k), x(k))]

This function is concave, guaranteeing con-
vergence to the global maximum. Maximum
likelihood parameters must be identified using

an iterative technique such as iterative scal-
ing (Berger , 1997) (Darroch and Ratcliff, 1972)
or gradient-based methods (Wallach , 2002).
Finally after training the model using CRF we gen-
erate desired number of transliterations for a given
source language word.

5 Hindi - English Transliteration system

The whole model has three important phases. Two
of them are off-line processes and the other is a run
time process. The two off-line phases are prepro-
cessing the parallel corpora and training the model
using CRF++2. CRF++ is a simple, customizable,
and open source implementation of Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) for segmenting/labeling se-
quential data. The on-line phase involves generat-
ing desired number of transliterations for the given
Hindi word (UTF-8 encoded).

5.1 Preprocessing
The training file is converted into a format required
by CRF++. The sequence of steps in preprocessing
are

1. Both Hindi and English words were prefixed
with a begin symbol B and suffixed with an end
symbol E which correspond to start and end
states. English words were converted to lower
case.

2. The training words were segmented in to uni-
grams and the English-Hindi word pairs were
aligned using GIZA++, with English as the
source language and Hindi as target language.

3. The instances in which GIZA++ aligned a se-
quence of English characters to a single Hindi
unicode character were counted. The 50 most
frequent of these character sequences were
added to English symbol inventory. There were
hardly any instances in which a sequence of
Hindi unicode characters were aligned to a sin-
gle English character. So, in our model we con-
sider Hindi unicode characters, NULL, En-
glish unigrams and English n-grams.

4. The English training words were re segmented
based on the new symbol inventory, i.e., if

2http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/
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a character was a part of an n-gram, it was
grouped with the other characters in the n-
gram. If not, it was rendered separately.
GIZA++ was used to align the above Hindi
and English training word pairs, with Hindi
as source language and English as target lan-
guage.

These four steps are performed to get the char-
acter level alignment (n-grams) for each source
and target language training words.

5. The alignment file from the GIZA++ output
is used to generate training file as required by
CRF++ to work. In the training file a Hindi uni-
code character aligned to a English uni-gram or
n-gram is called a token. Each token must be
represented in one line, with the columns sepa-
rated by white space (spaces or tabular charac-
ters).Each token should have equal number of
columns.

5.2 Training Phase
The preprocessing phase converts the corpus into
CRF++ input file format. This file is used to
train the CRF model. The training requires a tem-
plate file which specifies the features to be selected
by the model. The training is done using Lim-
ited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon
method(LBFGS) (Liu and Nocedal, 1989) which
uses quasi-newton algorithm for large scale numer-
ical optimization problem. We used Hindi unicode
characters as features for our model and a window
size of 5.

5.3 Transliteration
The list of Hindi words that need to be translit-
erated is taken. These words are converted into
CRF++ test file format and transliterated using the
trained model which gives the top n probable En-
glish words. CRF++ uses forward Viterbi and back-
ward A* search whose combination produce the ex-
act n-best results.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate the two transliteration systems for
Hindi - English that use HMM alignment and CRF
with the system that uses HMM only in two ways. In
first evaluation method we compare transliteration

accuracies of the two systems using in-corpus (train-
ing data) and out of corpus words. In second method
we compare CLIR performance of the two systems
using Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF)
2007 ad-hoc bilingual track (Hindi-English) docu-
ments in English language and 50 topics in Hindi
Language. The evaluation document set consists of
news articles and reports from Los Angeles Times
of 2002. A set of 50 topics representing the informa-
tion need were given in Hindi. A set of human rele-
vance judgements for these topics were generated by
assessors at CLEF. These relevance judgements are
binary relevance judgements and are decided by a
human assessor after reviewing a set of pooled doc-
uments using the relevant document pooling tech-
nique. The system evaluation framework is similar
to the Craneld style system evaluations and the mea-
sures are similar to those used in TREC3.

6.1 Transliteration accuracy

We trained the model on 30,000 words containing
Indian city names, Indian family names, Male first
names and last names, Female first names and last
names. We compare this model with the HMM
model trained on same training data. We tested both
the models using in-corpus (training data) and out
of corpus words. The out of corpus words consist of
both Indian and foreign place names, person names.
We evaluate both the models by considering top 5,
10, 15 and 20 transliterations. Accuracy was calcu-
lated using the following equation below

Accuracy =
C

N
∗ 100

C - Number of test words with the correct transliter-
ation appeared in the desired number (5, 10, 15, 20,
25) of transliterations.
N - Total number of test words.

The results for 30,000 in-corpus words and 1,000
out of corpus words are shown in the table 1
and table 2 respectively. In below tables 1 & 2
HMM model refers to the system developed using
HMM alignment and conditional probabilities de-
rived from counting the alignments, HMM & CRF
model refers to the system developed using HMM

3Text Retrieval Conferences, http://trec.nist.gov
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Model Top 5 Top 10 Top 15 Top 20 Top 25
HMM 74.2 78.7 81.1 82.1 83.0

HMM & CRF 76.5 83.6 86.5 88.9 89.7

Table 1: Transliteration accuracy of the two systems for in-corpus words.

Model Top 5 Top 10 Top 15 Top 20 Top 25
HMM 69.3 74.3 77.8 80.5 81.3

HMM & CRF 72.1 79.9 83.5 85.6 86.5

Table 2: Transliteration accuracy of the two systems for out of corpus words.

alignment and CRF for generating top n translitera-
tions.

CRF models for Named entity recognition, POS
tagging etc. have efficiency in high nineties when
tested on training data. Here the efficiency (Table 1)
is low due to the use of HMM alignment in GIZA++.

We observe that there is a good improvement in
the efficiency of the system with the increase in the
number of transliterations up to some extent(20) and
after that there is no significant improvement in the
efficiency with the increase in the number of translit-
erations.
During testing, the efficiency was calculated by con-
sidering only one of the correct transliterations pos-
sible for a given Hindi word. If we consider all the
correct transliterations the efficiency will be much
more.
The results clearly show that CRF model per-
forms better than HMM model for Hindi to English
transliteration.

6.2 CLIR Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the transliterations pro-
duced by the two systems in CLIR task, the task for
which these transliteration systems were developed.
We tested the systems on the CLEF 2007 documents
and 50 topics. The topics which contain named enti-
ties are few in number; there were around 15 topics
with them. These topics were used for evaluation of
both the systems.

We developed a basic CLIR system which per-
forms the following steps

1. Tokenizes the Hindi query and removes stop
words.

2. Performs query translation; each Hindi word is
looked up in a Hindi - English dictionary and
all the English meanings for the Hindi word
were added to the translated query and for the
words which were not found in the dictionary,
top 20 transliterations generated by one of the
systems are added to the query.

3. Retrieves relevant documents by giving trans-
lated query to CLEF documents.

We present standard IR evaluation metrics such as
precision, mean average precision(MAP) etc.. in the
table 3 below for the two systems.

The above results show a small improvement in
different IR metrics for the system developed using
HMM alignment and CRF when compared to the
other system. The difference in metrics between the
systems is low because the number of topics tested
and the number of named entities in the tested topics
is low.

7 Future Work

The selected statistical model for transliteration is
based on HMM alignment and CRF. This alignment
model is used to get character level alignment (n-
gram) of source and target language words. The
alignment model uses IBM models, such as Model
4, that resort to heuristic search techniques to ap-
proximate forward-backward and Viterbi inference,
which sacrifice optimality for tractability. So, we
plan to use discriminative model CRF for character
level alignment (Phil and Trevor , 2006) of source
and target language words. The behaviour of the
other discrminative models such as Maximum En-
tropy models etc., towards the transliteration task
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Model P10 tot rel tot rel ret MAP bpref
HMM 0.3308 13000 3493 0.1347 0.2687

HMM & CRF 0.4154 13000 3687 0.1499 0.2836

Table 3: IR Evaluation of the two systems.

also needs to be verified.

8 Conclusion

We demonstrated a statistical transliteration sys-
tem using HMM alignment and CRF for CLIR that
works better than using HMMs alone. The following
are our important observations.

1. With the increase in number of output target
language words for a given source language
word the efficiency of the system increases.

2. The difference between efficiencies for top n
and n-5 where n > 5; is decreasing on increas-
ing the n value.
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Abstract

This paper describes a method for script independent
word spotting in multilingual handwritten and machine
printed documents. The system accepts a query in the
form of text from the user and returns a ranked list of word
images from document image corpus based on similarity
with the query word. The system is divided into two main
components. The first component known as Indexer, per-
forms indexing of all word images present in the document
image corpus. This is achieved by extracting Moment
Based features from word images and storing them as in-
dex. A template is generated for keyword spotting which
stores the mapping of a keyword string to its correspond-
ing word image which is used for generating query fea-
ture vector. The second component, Similarity Matcher,
returns a ranked list of word images which are most sim-
ilar to the query based on a cosine similarity metric. A
manual Relevance feedback is applied based on Rocchio’s
formula, which re-formulates the query vector to return
an improved ranked listing of word images. The perfor-
mance of the system is seen to be superior on printed text
than on handwritten text. Experiments are reported on
documents of three different languages: English, Hindi
and Sanskrit. For handwritten English, an average pre-
cision of67% was obtained for30 query words. For ma-
chine printed Hindi, an average precision of71% was ob-
tained for75 query words and for Sanskrit, an average
precision of87% with 100 queries was obtained.

Figure 1: A Sample English Document - Spotted Query
word shown in the bounding box.

1 Introduction

The vast amount of information available in the form of
handwritten and printed text in different languages poses
a great challenge to the task of effective information ex-
traction. Research in this area has primarily focussed on
OCR based solutions which are adequate for Roman Lan-
guage (A sample English document is shown in Figure 1).
However efficient solutions do not exist for scripts like
Devanagari. One of the main reasons for this is lack of
generalisation. OCR solutions tend to be specific to script
type. Ongoing research continues to scale these methods
to different types and font sizes. Furthermore, non-Latin
scripts exhibit complex character classes (like in the San-
skrit document shown in Figure 2) and poor quality doc-
uments are common.

The notion of Word spotting [6] has been introduced
as an alternative to OCR based solutions. It can be de-
fined as an information retrieval task that finds all oc-
curences of a typed query word in a set of handwritten

1
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Figure 2: A Sample Sanskrit Document - Spotted Query
word shown in the bounding box.

or machine printed documents. While spotting words in
English has been explored [3, 5, 4, 7, 11], generalising
these approaches to multiple scripts is still an ongoing re-
search task. Harish et.al [1] describe a ‘Gradient, Struc-
tural, Concavity’ (GSC) based feature set for word spot-
ting in multiple scripts. However, they do not report the
average precision rate for all queries in their experimen-
tal results which makes it difficult to estimate the perfor-
mance of their methodology.

One important factor in finding a script independent
solution to word spotting is use of image based features
which are invariant to script type, image scale and trans-
lations. This paper proposes the use of moment based
features for spotting word images in different scripts.
We describe a moment-function based feature extraction
scheme and use the standard vector space model to repre-
sent the word images. Similarity between the query fea-
ture vector and the indexed feature set is computed using
a cosine similarity metric. We also apply the Rocchio for-
mula based Manual Relevance feedback to improve the
ranking of results obtained. We evaluate the performance
of our system by conducting experiments on document
images of three different scripts: English, Hindi and San-
skrit.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as fol-
lows: Section 2 describes the previous work. Section 3
describes the theory of moment functions. Section 4 de-
scribes indexing word images and feature extraction. Sec-
tion 5 describes the Similarity Matching and Relevance
Feedback method applied to re-rank results. Section 6
describes the experiments and results. Future work and

conclusions are outlined in Section 7.

2 Previous Work

Spotting words in English has recently received consider-
able attention. Manmatha et al. [7], have proposed a com-
bination of feature sets well suited for this application.
For finding similarity between a query word image and
the document word image, Dynamic Time warping [8] is
commonly used. Although the approach has been promis-
ing with English handwritten documents, it does not gen-
eralise well across scripts. For eg., presence of Shirorekha
in Devanagari script (an example shown in Figure 3) ren-
ders most of the profile based features ineffective. Also,
DTW based approaches are slow. Approaches which use
a filter based feature set [2], are efficient with uniform font
size and type but are not able to handle font variations and
translations.

Harish et al. [1] use a Gradient, Structural and Concav-
ity (GSC) feature set which measures the image character-
istics at local, intermediate and large scales. Features are
extracted using a4x8 sampling window to gather informa-
tion locally. Since character segmentation points are not
perfectly located, local information about stroke orienta-
tion and image gradient is not sufficient to characterize
the change in font scale and type. Moreover, presence of
noise in small regions of the word image lead to inconsis-
tency in the overall feature extraction process. The per-
formance of their approach is presented in terms of per-
centage of the number of times the correct match was re-
turned, which does not capture the recall rate of system.
For English word spotting, their results do not state the
size of the dataset and precision recall values have been
reported for only4 query words. For Sanskrit word spot-
ting, the total number of query words is not mentioned
which makes understanding of precision recall curve dif-
ficult. A comparison of their results against our proposed
method is presented in section 6.

3 Moment Functions

Moments and functions of moments have been previously
used to achieve an invariant representation of a two-
dimensional image pattern [9]. Geometrical moments
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Figure 3: A Sample Hindi Document - Spotted Query
words shown in the bounding box.

[9] have the desirable property of being invariant under
the image translation, scale and stretching and squeezing
in eitherX or Y direction. Mathematically, such affine
transformations are of the form ofX∗ = aX + b , and
Y ∗ = cY + d [10]. Geometrical Moments (GM) of
order(p + q) for a continuous image functionf(x, y) are
defined as :

Mpq =

∫

∞

−∞

∫

∞

−∞

xpyqf(x, y) dx dy (1)

wherep, q = 0, 1, 2, ...,∞. The above definition has
the form of the projection of the functionf(x, y) onto
the mononomialxpyq. In our case, where the function
f(x, y) has only two possible values of0 and 1, the
equation 1 reduces to :

Mpq =
∑

X

∑

Y

xpyqf(x, y) (2)

whereX andY representx, y coordinates of the image.
The center of gravity of the image has the coordinates :

x̄ =
M10

M00

, ȳ =
M01

M00

, (3)

If we refer to the center of gravity as origin, we obtain :

M̄pq =
∑

X

∑

Y

(x − x̄)p(y − ȳ)qf(x, y) (4)

These moments are also referred to as Central Moments
and can be expressed as a linear combination ofMjk

and the moments of lower order. The variances of the
moment are defined as :

σx =

√

M̄20

M00

, σy =

√

M̄02

M00

, (5)
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Figure 4: Average Precision curve Vs Moment Order for
a Hindi Image Subset.

They are used to normalise the coordinates by setting:

x∗ =
(x − x̄)

σx

, y∗ =
(y − ȳ)

σy

, (6)

Using the normalised values of coordinates as obtained
in equation 6 , the moment equation is as follows :

mpq =

∑

X

∑

Y (x∗)p(y∗)qf(x, y)

M00

(7)

which is invariant under image translation and scale trans-
formations.

4 Feature Extraction and Indexing

Feature extraction is preceeded by preprocessing of doc-
uments prior to computing moment based functions.
Firstly, the Horizontal Profile feature of the document im-
age is used to segment into line images. Thereafter, Ver-
tical Profile features of each line image is used to extract
individual word images. The word images are normalised
to equal height and width of256 pixels.

Using equation 7, moments up to the7th order are
extracted from the normalised word images. A feature
vector consisting of30 moment values obtained is con-
structed for each word image and stored in the main in-
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dex. Experiments were conducted to determine the num-
ber of orders up to which moments should be computed.
As shown in Figure 4, average precision increases with
the rise in moment orders ( up to a threshold of7 orders ),
after which the precision rate falls. This can be attributed
to the nature of higher order Geometrical Moments which
are prone to adding noise in the feature set and thereby re-
duce the overall precision after a certain threshold. After
the index has been constructed using the moment features,
we create a template which keeps the mapping between a
word image and its corresponding text. This template is
used to generate a query word image corresponding to the
query text input by the user. A similar feature extraction
mechanism is performed on the query word image to ob-
tain a query feature vector which is used to find the sim-
ilarity between the query word image and all other word
images present in the corpus.

5 Similarity Matching and Rele-
vance Feedback

5.1 Cosine Similarity

A standard Vector Space Model is used represent the
query word and all the candidate words. The index is
maintained in the form of a word-feature matrix, where
each word image

→

w occupies one row of the matrix and
all columns in a single row correspond to the moment
values computed for the given word image.

When the user enters any query word, a lookup oper-
ation is performed in the stored template to obtain the
corresponding normalised word image for the input text.
Feature extraction is performed on the word image to

construct the query feature vector
→

q . A cosine similarity
score is computed for this query feature vector and all the
rows of the word-feature matrix. The cosine similarity is
calculated as follows:

SIM(q, w) =

→

q .
→

w

|
→

q | ∗ |
→

w |
(8)

All the words of the document corpus are then ranked
according to the cosine similarity score. The top choice
returned by the ranking mechanism represents the word
image which is most similar to the input query word.

5.2 Relevance Feedback

Since the word images present in the document corpus
may be of poor print quality and may contain noise, the
moment features computed may not be effective in rank-
ing relevant word images higher in the obtained result.
Also the presence of higher order moments may lead
to inconsistency in the overall ranking of word images.
To overcome this limitation, we have implemented a
Rocchio’s formula based manual Relevance Feedback
mechanism. This mechanism re-formulates the query
feature vector by adjusting the values of the individual
moment orders present in the query vector. The relevance
feedback mechanism assumes a user input after the
presentation of the initial results. A user enters either a
1 denoting a result to be relevant or0 denoting a result
to be irrelevant. The new query vector is computed as
follows:

qnew = γ.qold +
α

|R|
.

i=R
∑

i=1

di −
β

|NR|
.

j=NR
∑

j=1

dj (9)

whereα , β andγ are term re-weighting constants.R de-
notes a relevant result set andNR denotes a non-relevant
result set. For this experiment, we choseα = 1 , β = 0.75
andγ = 0.25.

6 Experiments and Results

The moment based features seem more robust in handling
different image transformations compared to commonly
used feature sets for word spotting such as GSC features
[1] and Gabor filter based features [2]. This can be ob-
seerved in Figure 5. The first row of the image corre-
sponds to different types of transformations applied to
normal English handwritten word images ((a)) such as
changing the image scale as in (b) or (c). The second row
corresponds to linear ((f)) and scale transformation ((e)),
when applied to the normal machine printed Hindi word
image ((d)). Even after undergoing such transformations,
the cosine similarity score between the moment features
extracted from all image pairs is still close to1, which re-
flects the strength of invariance of moment based features
with respect to image transformations. Table 1 shows the
cosine similarity score between all pairs of English word
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(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 5: Various forms of Image Transformations. (a) &
(d) Sample Word Image . (b),(c) & (e) Scale Transforma-
tion Examples (f) Linear Transformation Example .

Table 1: Cosine Similarity Score for English Transformed
Word Image Pairs.

Word Image Pair (a) (b) (c)

(a) 1 0.9867 0.9932
(b) 0.9867 1 0.9467
(c) 0.9932 0.9467 1

images. Table 2 shows the similarity score between all
pairs of hindi word images.

The data set for evaluating our methodology consists
of documents in three scripts, namely English, Hindi and
Sanskrit. For English, we used publicly available IAMdb
[13] handwritten word images and word images extracted
from George Washington’s publicly available historical
manuscripts [14]. The dataset for English consists of
707 word images. For Hindi,763 word images were ex-
tracted from publicly available Million Book Project doc-
uments [12]. For Sanskrit,693 word images were ex-
tracted from5 Sanskrit documents downloaded from the
URL: http://sanskrit.gde.to/ . For public testing and eval-
uation, we have also made our dataset available at the lo-
cation: http://cubs.buffalo.edu/ilt/dataset/.

For evaluating the system performance, we use the
commonly used Average Precision Metric. Precision for

Table 2: Cosine Similarity Score for Hindi Transformed
Word Image Pairs.

Word Image Pair (d) (e) (f)

(d) 1 0.9662 0.9312
(e) 0.9662 1 0.9184
(f) 0.9312 0.9184 1
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Figure 6: Average Precision curve for English Word Spot-
ting.
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Figure 7: Average Precision curve for Hindi Word Spot-
ting.
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Figure 8: Average Precision curve for Sanskrit Word
Spotting.

each query image was calculated at every recall level,
and then averaged over to give an Average Precision per
query. Figure 6 shows the average precision values for
some query words in English. Figure 7 shows the average
precision values for query words in Hindi. Figure 8 shows
the average precision values for query words in Sanskrit.

The experimental results for all three scripts are sum-
marised in Table 3. The Average Precision rates as shown
in the table have been averaged over30 queries in En-
glish,75 queries in Hindi and100 queries in Sanskrit. As
shown here, the system works better for machine printed
text (71.18 and87.88) as compared to handwritten (67.0).
The best performance is seen with Sanskrit script (87.88),
which has a variable length words allowing it to be more
discriminative in its feature analysis as compared to other
two scripts. Table 4 compares the performance of GSC
based word spotting as reported in [1] against our method-
ology. At 50% recall level, Moment based features per-
form better than GSC based features for both handwritten
English and machine printed Sanskrit documents.

We also evaluate the performance of Gabor Feature
based word spotting method [2] on our dataset. Features
are extracted using an array of Gabor filters having a scale
from 4 pixels to6 pixels and8 orientations. Table 5 sum-
marizes the performance of Gabor features based method
as opposed to our Moment based system. As shown , Mo-

Table 3: Average Precision rate for word spotting in all 3
Scripts .

Script Before RF After RF
English 66.30 69.20
Hindi 71.18 74.34

Sanskrit 87.88 92.33

Table 4: Comparison of GSC and Moments based features
at 50% recall level.

Script GSC Moments
English 60.0 71.6
Sanskrit 90.0 94.3

ment based features outperform Gabor based features in
terms of average precision rates obtained for all3 scripts
used in the experiment.

7 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a framework for script in-
dependent word spotting in document images. We have
shown the effectiveness of using statistical Moment based
features as opposed to some of the structural and profile
based features which may constrain the approach to few
scripts. Another advantage of using moment based fea-
tures is that they are image scale and translation invariant
which makes them suitable for font independent feature
analysis. In order to deal with the noise sensitivity of the
higher order moments, we use a manual relevance feed-
back to improve the ranking of the relevant word images.
We are currently working on extending our methodology
to larger data sets and incorporating more scripts in future
experiments.

Table 5: Comparison of Gabor filter based and Moments
Features.

Script Gabor Moments
English 56.15 66.30
Hindi 67.25 71.18

Sanskrit 79.10 87.88
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Abstract 

This paper explores the research issue and 
methodology of a query focused multi-
document summarizer. Considering its pos-
sible application area is Web, the computa-
tion is clearly divided into offline and 
online tasks. At initial preprocessing stage 
an offline document graph is constructed, 
where the nodes are basically paragraphs of 
the documents and edge scores are defined 
as the correlation measure between the 
nodes. At query time, given a set of key-
words, each node is assigned a query de-
pendent score, the initial graph is expanded 
and keyword search is performed over the 
graph to find a spanning tree identifying 
relevant nodes satisfying the keywords. 
Paragraph ordering of the output summary 
is taken care of so that the output looks co-
herent. Although all the examples, shown 
in this paper are based on English language, 
we show that our system is useful in gener-
ating query dependent summarization for 
non- English languages also. We also pre-
sent the evaluation of the system. 

 

1 Introduction 

With the proliferation of information in the Inter-
net, it is becoming very difficult for users to iden-
tify the exact information. So many sites are pro-
viding same piece of information and a typical 
query based search in Google results in thousands 
of links if not million. Web Search engines gener-
ally produce query dependent snippets for each 
result which help users to explore further. An 
automated query focused multi-document summar-
izer, which will generate a query based short  

 
 
summary of web pages will be very useful to get a 
glimpse over the complete story. Automated multi-
document summarization has drawn much atten-
tion in recent years. Most multi-document sum-
marizers are query independent, which produce 
majority of information content from multiple 
documents using much less lengthy text. Each of 
the systems fall into two different categories: either 
they are sentence extraction based where they just 
extract relevant sentences and concatenate them to 
produce summary or they fuse information from 
multiple sources to produce a coherent summary.  

In this paper, we propose a query focused multi-
document summarizer, based on paragraph extrac-
tion scheme. Unlike traditional extraction based 
summarizers which do not take into consideration 
the inherent structure of the document, our system 
will add structure to documents in the form of 
graph. During initial preprocessing, text fragments 
are identified from the documents which constitute 
the nodes of the graph. Edges are defined as the 
correlation measure between nodes of the graph.              
We define our text fragments as paragraph rather 
than sentence with the view that generally a para-
graph contains more correlated information 
whereas sentence level extraction might lead to 
loss of some coherent information.  

 Since the system produces multi-document 
summary based on user’s query, the response time 
of the system should be minimal for practical pur-
pose. With this goal, our system takes following 
steps: First, during preprocessing stage (offline) it 
performs some query independent tasks like identi-
fying seed summary nodes and constructing graph 
over them. Then at query time (online), given a set 
of keywords, it expands the initial graph and per-
forms keyword search over the graph to find a 
spanning tree identifying relevant nodes (para-
graphs) satisfying the keywords. The performance 
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of the system depends much on the identification 
of the initial query independent nodes (seed nodes). 
Although, we have presented all the examples in 
the current discussion for English language only,    
we argue that our system can be adapted to work in 
multilingual environment (i.e. Hindi, Bengali, 
Japanese etc.) with some minor changes in imple-
mentation of the system like incorporating lan-
guage dependent stop word list, stemmer, WodrNet 
like lexicon etc. 

 In section 2, related works in this field is pre-
sented. In section 3 the overall approach is de-
scribed. In section 4 query independent preprocess-
ing steps are explained. In section 5 query depend-
ent summary generation and paragraph ordering 
scheme is presented. Section 6 presents the evalua-
tion scheme of the system. In section 7 we discuss 
how our system can be modified to work in multi-
lingual scenario. In section 8 we have drawn con-
clusion and discussed about future work in this 
field. 

2 Related Work 

A lot of research work has been done in the do-
main of multi-document summarization (both 
query dependent/independent). MEAD (Radev et 
al., 2004) is centroid based multi-document sum-
marizer which generates summaries using cluster 
centroids produced by topic detection and tracking 
system. NeATS (Lin and Hovy, 2002) selects im-
portant content using sentence position, term fre-
quency, topic signature and term clustering. XDoX 
(Hardy et al., 2002) identifies the most salient 
themes within the document set by passage cluster-
ing and then composes an extraction summary, 
which reflects these main themes.  

Graph based methods have been proposed for 
generating query independent summaries. Web-
summ (Mani and Bloedorn, 2000) uses a graph-
connectivity model to identify salient information. 
Zhang et al (2004) proposed the methodology of 
correlated summarization for multiple news arti-
cles. In the domain of single document summariza-
tion a system for query-specific document summa-
rization has been proposed (Varadarajan and Hris-
tidis, 2006) based on the concept of document 
graph. 

In this paper, the graph based approach has been 
extended to formulate a framework for generating 
query dependent summary from related  multiple 

document set describing same event.  

3 Graph Based Modeling 

The proposed graph based multi-document sum-
marization method consists of following steps: (1) 
The document set D = {d1,d2, …  dn} is processed 
to extract text fragments, which are paragraphs in 
our case as it has been discussed earlier. Here, we 
assume that the entire document in a particular set 
are related i.e. they describe the same event. Some 
document clustering techniques may be adopted to 
find related documents from a large collection. 
Document clustering is out of the scope of our cur-
rent discussion and is itself a research interest. Let 
for a document di, the paragraphs are 
{p i1,pi2,…pim}. But the system can be easily modi-
fied to work with sentence level extraction.  Each 
text fragment becomes a node of the graph. (2) 
Next, edges are created between nodes across the 
document where edge score represents the degree 
of correlation between inter documents nodes. (3) 
Seed nodes are extracted which identify the rele-
vant paragraphs within D and a search graph is 
built offline to reflect the semantic relationship 
between the nodes. (4) At query time, each node is 
assigned a query dependent score and the search 
graph is expanded. (5) A query dependent multi-
document summary is generated from the search 
graph which is nothing but constructing a total 
minimal spanning tree T (Varadarajan and Hristi-
dis, 2006). For a set of keywords Q = {q1,q2, .. qn} , 
T is total if ∀q∈Q, T consists of at least one node 
satisfying q and T is  minimal if no node can be 
removed from T while getting the total T. 

4 Building Query Independent Compo-
nents  

Mainly there are two criteria for the performance 
evaluation of such systems: First it’s accuracy i.e. 
the quality of output with respect to specific que-
ries and next of course the turn around time i.e., 
how fast it can produce the result. Both are very 
important aspects of such system, and we will 
show how these aspects are taken care of in our 
system.  Runtime of such system greatly depends 
on how well the query independent graph is con-
structed. At one extreme, offline graph can be built 
connecting all the nodes from each of the docu-
ments, constituting a total document graph. But 
keyword search over such large graph is time con-
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suming and practically not plausible. On the other 
hand, it is possible to select query specific nodes at 
runtime and to create a graph over those nodes. But 
if the number of such nodes is high, then calculat-
ing similarity scores between all the nodes will                                                                          
take large computing time, thus resulting in slower  
performance.  

We will take an intermediate approach to attack 
the problem. It can be safely assumed that signifi-
cant information for a group of keywords can be 
found in “relevant/topic paragraphs” of the docu-
ments. So, if relevant/topic nodes can be selected 
from document set D during offline processing, 
then the significant part of the search graph can be 
constructed offline which greatly reduce the online 
processing time. For example, if a user wants to 
find the information about the IBM Hindi speech 
recognition system, then the keywords are likely to 
be {IBM, speech recognition, accuracy}. For a set 
of news articles about this system, the topic para-
graphs, identified offline, naturally satisfy first two 
keywords and theoretically, they are the most in-
formative paragraphs for those keywords. The last 
term ‘accuracy’ (relevant for accuracy of the sys-
tem) may not be satisfied by seed nodes. So, at run 
time, the graph needs to be expanded purposefully 
by including nodes so that the paragraphs, relevant 
to ‘accuracy of the system’ are included. 

4.1 Identification of Seed/ Topic Nodes 

At the preprocessing stage, text is tokenized, stop 
words are eliminated, and words are stemmed 
(Porter, 1980). The text in each document is split 
into paragraphs and each paragraph is represented 
with a vector of constituent words. If we consider 
pair of related document, then the inter document 
graph can be represented as a set of nodes in the 
form of bipartite graph. The edges connect two 
nodes corresponding to paragraphs from different 
documents. The similarity between two nodes is 
expressed as the edge weight of the bipartite graph. 
Two nodes are related if they share common words 
(except stop words) and the degree of relationship 
can be measured by adapting some traditional IR 
formula (Varadarajan and Hristidis, 2006). 
 ( ( ( ( ) , ) ( ( ) , ) ) . ( ) )

( )
( ( ) ) ( ( ) )

t f t u w t f t v w id f w
S c o r e e

s iz e t u s i z e t v

+
=

+
∑  

Where ( , )tf d w  is number of occurrence of w in 
d, ( )id f w is the inverse of the number of docu-
ments containing w, and ( )size d is the size of the 

documents in words. The score can be accurately 
set if stemmer and lexicon are used to match the 
equivalent words. With the idea of page ranking 
algorithms, it can be easily observed that a para-
graph in a document is relevant if it is highly re-
lated to many relevant paragraphs of other docu-
ment. If some less stringent rules are adopted, then 
a node from a document is selected as seed/topic 
node if it has high edge scores with nodes of other 
document. Actually for a particular node, total 
edge score is defined as the sum of scores of all out 
going edges from that node. The nodes with higher 
total edge scores than some predefined threshold 
are included as seed nodes. In Figure 1. correlation 
between two news articles is shown as a bipartite 
graph.   

But the challenge for multi-document summari-
zation is that the information stored in different 
documents inevitably overlap with each other.  So, 
before inclusion of a particular node (paragraph), it 
has to be checked whether it is being repeated or 
not. Two paragraphs are said to be similar if they 
share for example, 70% words (non stop words) in 
common.   

 
 
Figure 1.  A bipartite graph representing correlation 
among two news articles on same event.  
 

4.2 Offline Construction of Search Graph 

After detection of seed/topic nodes a search graph 
is constructed. For nodes, pertaining to different 
documents, edge scores are already calculated, but 
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for intra document nodes, edge scores are calcu-
lated in the similar fashion as said earlier. Since, 
highly dense graph leads to higher 
search/execution time, only the edges having edge 
scores well above the threshold value might be 
considered. The construction of query independent 
part of the search graph completes the offline proc-
essing phase of the system. 

5 Building Query Dependent Compo-
nents  

At query time, first, the nodes of the already con-
structed search graph are given a query dependent 
score. The score signifies the relevance of the 
paragraph with respect to given queries. During 
evaluation if it is found that any keyword is not 
satisfied by the seed nodes, then system goes back 
to individual document structure and collects rele-
vant nodes. Finally, it expands the offline graph by 
adding those nodes, fetched from individual docu-
ments. Next, the expanded search graph is proc-
essed to find the total minimum spanning tree T 
over the graph. 

5.1 Expanding Search Graph 

When query arrives, system evaluates nodes of the 
offline search graph and computes query depend-
ent score. This computation is based on ranking 
principals from IR community. The most popular 
IR ranking is okapi equation (Varadarajan and 
Hristidis, 2006) which is based on tf-idf principle.  
          

1 1 3

3, 1

0.5 ( ). ( 1).
ln . .

0 .5 ( (1 ) )t Q d

N df k tf k q tf
d ld f k q tfk b b tf

avd l

+

∈

− + +
+ +− + +

∑
                                                                                                                                                        

 
tf is the term’s frequency in document, qtf is term’s 
frequency in the query, N is the total no. of docu-
ments in collection, df is the number of documents 
that contain the term, dl is the document length 
(number of words), avdl is the average document 
length and k1 (1.0 – 2.0), b (0.75), k3 (0 -1000) are 
constants. 

During node score computation, the system in-
telligently partitions the query set Q into two parts. 
One part consists of qi

’s which are satisfied by at 
least one node from offline search graph. The other 
part consists of qi’s which are not satisfied by any 
node from offline search graph. The system then 
computes query dependent scores for the nodes of 
all the individual documents for the unsatisfied 

keyword set and relevant nodes (having score 
above threshold) are added to the search graph. 
Edge scores are computed only for edges connect-
ing newly added nodes with the existing ones and 
between the new nodes. In this way, the offline 
graph is expanded by adding some query depend-
ent nodes at runtime. Query dependent scoring can 
be made faster using a full text indexing which is a 
mapping Ki → (Di , Ni); where Ki’s are content 
words (i.e., not stop words) and Di’s and Ni’s are 
respectively the document ids and the node ids 
within the document set. Since, the node score is 
calculated at runtime, it needs to be accelerated. 
Thus a full text index developed offline will be of 
great help. 

5.2 Summary Generation 

Summary generation is basically a keyword search 
technique in the expanded search graph. This is to 
mention that the search technique discussed here is 
basically based on AND semantic, i.e. it requires 
all the keywords to be present in the summary, but 
the algorithm can be modified to take care of OR 
semantic also. Keyword search in graph structure 
is itself a research topic and several efficient algo-
rithms are there to solve the problem. DBXplorer 
(Agrawal et al., 2002), BANKS (Bhalotia et al., 
2002), are popular algorithms in this field which 
consider relational database as graph and devise 
algorithms for keyword based search in the graph. 
Finally, Varadarajan and Hristidis (2006) has pro-
posed Top-k Enumeration and MultiResultExpand-
ing search for constructing total minimum span-
ning tree over a document graph. Any of the above 
popular algorithms can be adapted to use within 
our framework. 

In our system we have used a search algorithm 
which finds different combinations of nodes that 
represent total spanning tree. For each of the com-
bination we compute score of the summary based 
on some IR principle (Varadarajan and Hristidis, 
2006). Then we take the one having best score 
(minimal in our case). If the graph is not too dense, 
then the response time will be small enough. The 
equation given below is used to compute the score 
of individual spanning tree T. 
 

1 1
s c o r e

s c o r e s c o r ee T
n T

T a b
ne∈

∈

= +∑
∑
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Where scoreT the score of the spanning tree, e and 
n is are edge and node of T respectively, scoree  
and scoren  are edge score and individual node 
score respectively. a and b are non zero positive 
constants in the range of [0 – 1]. For a particular 
search graph, it is possible to find many total span-
ning trees, having different summary scores. In our 
system, the summary with the best score is consid-
ered. 

In Figure 2 two sample news stories are shown 
along with system identified seed nodes, shown in 
bold. A query based summary from that related 
document set is shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.3 Paragraph Ordering Scheme 

In the previous sections, the techniques for genera-
tion of summary nodes have been discussed. Here,  
we will investigate the method for ordering them 
into a coherent text.  In case of single document 
summarization, sentence/paragraph ordering is 
done based on the position of extracted paragraphs/ 
sentences in the original document. But in multi-
document scenario, the problem is non trivial since 
information is extracted from different documents 
and no single document can provide ordering. Be-
sides, the ordering of information in two different 
documents may be significantly varying because  
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Paragraphs of two news articles with five extracted seed/ topic paragraphs (in bold). Un-
derlined paragraphs are added later during graph expansion phase. 

 
Software major IBM has developed a speech recognition technology in Hindi which would help physically challenged and 
less literate Hindi speakers access information through a variety of systems.  [Doc-2, Para - 0 ] 
Besides, the technology could also enable C-DAC to ensure a high level of accuracy in Hindi translation in a number of do-
mains like administration, finance, agriculture and the small-scale industry.   [Doc-1, Para-5] 
A spellchecker to correct spoken-word errors also enhances the accuracy of the system.  [Doc-2, Para - 4 ] 
 
Figure 3. Automatic summary based on {speech recognition, accuracy, spellchecker} query 

P0: Software giant IBM has developed a speech recognition 
software in Hindi. 
P1 : The company hopes that this development will help 
physically challenged and less literate Hindi speakers to 
access information using a variety of applications. 
P2 : The Desktop Hindi Speech Recognition Technology 
developed by the IBM India Software Lab in collabora-
tion with Centre for Development of Advanced Com-
puting would provide a natural interface for human-
computer interaction. 
P3 : The new IBM technology could help to provide a natu-
ral interface for human-computer interaction. 
P4: According to Dr. Daniel Dias, Director, IBM Indian 
Research Laboratory, the technology which helps tran-
scribe continuous Hindi speech instantly into text form, 

could find use in a variety of appli In Figure 1. corre-
lation between two news articles is shown 
as a bipartite graph. cations like voice-enabled 
ATMs, car navigation systems, banking, telecom, railways, 
and airlines. 
P5: Besides, the technology could also enable C-DAC to 
ensure a high level of accuracy in Hindi translation in a 
number of domains like administration, finance, agri-
culture and the small-scale industry. 
P6: The IBM Desktop Hindi Speech Recognition software 
is capable of recognizing over 75,000 Hindi words with 
dialectical variations, providing an accuracy of 90 to 95%. 
P7: What’s more; this software also has an integrated spell-
checker that corrects spoken-word errors, enhancing the 
accuracy to a great extent. 
P8:  The Desktop Hindi Speech Recognition Technology 
also integrates a number of user-friendly features such as 
the facility to convert text to digits and decimals, date and 
currency format, and into fonts which could be imported to 
any Windows-based application. 
P9: “IBM believes in taking high-end research to the benefit 
of the masses and bridging the digital divide through a 
faster diffusion process,” concluded Dias. 

P0: Software major IBM has developed a speech recog-
nition technology in Hindi which would help physically 
challenged and less literate Hindi speakers access in-
formation through a variety of systems. 
P1 : Called the Desktop Hindi Speech Recognition technol-
ogy, this software was developed by the IBM India Soft-
ware Lab jointly with the Centre for Development of Ad-
vanced Computing. 
P2 : The technology, which helps transcribe continuous 
Hindi speech instantly into text form, could find use in a 
variety of applications like voice-enabled ATMs, car 
navigation systems, banking, telecom, railways and 
airlines, said Dr Daniel Dias, Director, IBM India Re-
search Laboratory. 
P3 : The system can recognize more than 75,000 Hindi 
words with dialectical variations, providing an accuracy 
level of 90-95 per cent, he said. 
P4:  A spellchecker to correct spoken-word errors also 
enhances the accuracy of the system. 
P5:  The technology also has integrated many user-
friendly features such as facility to convert text to digits 
and decimals, date and currency format, and into fonts 
which could be imported to any windows-based applica-
tion. 
P6: "IBM believes in taking high-end research to the benefit 
of the masses and bridging the digital divide through a 
faster diffusion process", Dias said. 
P7: The technology also would enable C-DAC to ensure 
high-level accuracy in Hindi translation in a host of do-
mains, including administration, finance, agriculture and 
small scale industry. 
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the writing styles of different authors are different. 
In case of news event summarization, chronologi-
cal ordering is a popular choice which considers 
the temporal sequence of information pieces, when 
deciding the ordering process. 

In this paper, we will propose a scheme of or-
dering which is different from the above two ap-
proaches in that, it only takes into consideration 
the semantic closeness of information pieces 
(paragraphs) in deciding the ordering among them. 
First, the starting paragraph is identified which is 
the paragraph with lowest positional ranking 
among selected ones over the document set. Next 
for any source node (paragraph) we find the sum-
mary node that is not already selected and have 
(correlation value) with the source node. This node 
will be selected as next source node in ordering. 
This ordering process will continue until the nodes 
are totally ordered. The above ordering scheme 
will order the nodes independent of the actual or-
dering of nodes in the original document, thus 
eliminating the source bias due to individual writ-
ing style of human authors. Moreover, the scheme 
is logical because we select a paragraph for posi-
tion p at output summary, based on how coherent it 
is with the (p-1)th paragraph. 

6 Evaluation 

Evaluation of summarization methods is generally 
performed in two ways. Evaluation measure based 
on information retrieval task is termed as the ex-
trinsic method, while the evaluation based on user 
judgments is called the intrinsic measure. We 
adopted the latter, since we concentrated more on 
user’s satisfaction. We measure the quality of out-
put based on the percentage of overlap of system 
generated output with the manual extract. Salton et 
al (1997) observed that an extract generated by one 
person is likely to cover 46% of the information 
that is regarded as most important by another per-
son. Mitra et. al. (1998) proposed an interesting 
method for evaluation of paragraph based auto-
matic summarization and identified the following 
four quality-measures – Optimistic (O), Pessimistic 
(P), Intersection (I) and Union (U) based evalua-
tion. For evaluation purpose, we identify different 
related document set (D) from different domains 
like technical, business etc and keyword (query) 
list for each domain. Users are asked to manually 
prepare the multi-document summarization based 

on the given queries. They prepared it by marking 
relevant paragraphs over D. Based on the excerpts 
prepared by the users; the above scores are calcu-
lated as O: Percentage overlap with that manual 
extract for which the number of common para-
graphs is highest, P: Percentage overlap with that 
manual extract for which the number of common 
paragraphs is lowest; I: Percentage overlap with 
the intersection of manual extracts; U: Percentage 
overlap with the union of manual extracts. The re-
sults are shown in Table 1. A comparative survey 
of quality measures for the set of articles is shown 
in Figure 3. 
 

              Table 1.  Evaluation score 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  D Omeasure Pmeasure Imeasure Umeasure 

article1 
&    
article2 

44.4 27 33.3 66.6 

article3 
&    
article4 

75 60 50 100 

article5 
&    
article6 

50 35.5 25 66 

article7 
&    
article8 

45.5 28.7 33.3 56.4 
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Figure 3.  Comparative measure scores for set 
                 of articles 

7 Baseline Approach to Multilingual 
Summarization 

Our baseline approach to multilingual multidocu-
ment summarization is to apply our English based 
multi-document summarization system to other 
non-English languages like Hindi, Bengali, Japa-
nese etc. We have initially implemented the system 
for English language only, but it can be modified 
to work in multilingual scenario also. To work 
with other languages, the system requires some 
language dependent tools for that particular lan-
guage: 
1) A stop word list of that language is required be-
cause they have no significance in finding similar-
ity between the paragraphs and need to be removed 
during initial preprocessing stage. 
2) A language dependent stemmer is required. In 
most of the languages, stemmer is yet to be devel-
oped. Another problem is that suffix stripping is 
not the only solution for all languages because 
some languages have affix, circumfix etc. in their 
inflected form. A morphological analyzer to find 
the root word may be used for those languages. 
3) A lexicon for that language is required to match 
the similar words. For English, WordNet is widely 

available. For other languages also, similar type of 
lexicons are required. 

If these tools are available then our system can 
be tuned to generate query dependent multilingual 
multi-document summary. 

8 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this work we present a graph based approach for 
query dependent multi-document summarization 
system. Considering its possible application in the 
web document, we clearly divided the computation 
into two segments. Extraction of seed/topic sum-
mary nodes and construction of offline graph is a 
part of query independent computation. At query 
time, the precomputed graph is processed to extract 
the best multi-document summary. We have tested 
our algorithm with news articles from different 
domains. The experimental results suggest that our 
algorithm is effective. Although we experimented 
with pair of articles, the proposed algorithm can be 
improved to handle more than two articles simul-
taneously. 

The important aspect of our system is that it can 
be modified to compute query independent sum-
mary which consists of topic nodes, generated dur-
ing preprocessing stage. The paragraph ordering 
module can be used to define ordering among 
those topic paragraphs. Another important aspect is 
that our system can be tuned to generate summary 
with custom size specified by users. The spanning 
tree generation algorithm can be so modified that it 
produces not only total spanning tree but also takes 
care of the size requirement of user. Lastly, it is 
shown that our system can generate summary for 
other non-English documents also if some lan-
guage dependent tools are available. 

The performance of our algorithm greatly de-
pends on quality of selection of topic nodes. So if 
we can improve the identification of topic para-
graphs and shared topics among multiple docu-
ments it would surely enhance the quality of our 
system. 
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Hindi and Marathi to English Cross Language Information  
 
Manoj Kumar Chinnakotla, Sagar Ranadive, Om P. Damani and Pushpak 
Bhattacharyya 
 
Abstract: 
In this paper, we present our Hindi ->English and Marathi ->English CLIR 
systems developed as part of our participation in the CLEF 2007 Ad-Hoc 
Bilingual task. We take a query translation based approach using bi-lingual 
dictionaries. Query words not found in the dictionary are transliterated using 
a simple lookup table based transliteration approach. The resultant 
transliteration is then compared with the index items of the corpus to return 
the `k' closest English index words of the given Hindi/Marathi word. The 
resulting multiple translation/transliteration choices for each query word are 
disambiguated using an iterative page-rank style algorithm, proposed in the 
literature, which makes use of term-term co-occurrence statistics to produce 
the final translated query. Using the above approach, for Hindi, we achieve a 
Mean Average Precision (MAP) of 0.2366 in title which is 61.36\% of 
monolingual performance and a MAP of 0.2952 in title and description 
which is 67.06\% of monolingual performance. For Marathi, we achieve a 
MAP of 0.2163 in title which is 56.09\% of monolingual performance. 
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Bengali and Hindi to English CLIR Evaluation  
 
Debasis Mandal, Sandipan Dandapat, Mayank Gupta, Pratyush Banerjee, 
Sudeshna Sarkar 
 
Abstract 
Our participation in CLEF 2007 consisted of two Cross-lingual and one 
monolingual text retrieval in the Ad-hoc bilingual track. The cross-language 
task includes the retrieval of English documents in response to queries in 
two Indian languages, Hindi 
and Bengali. The Hindi and Bengali queries were first processed using a 
morphological analyzer (Bengali), a stemmer (Hindi) and a set of 200 Hindi 
and 273 Bengali stop words. The refined hindi queries were then looked into 
the Hindi-English bilingual lexicon, ‘Shabdanjali’ (approx. 26K Hindi 
words) and all of the corresponding translations were considered for the 
equivalent English query generation, if a match was found. Rest of the query 
words were transliterated using the ITRANS scheme. For the Bengali query, 
we had to depend mostly on the translietrations due to the lack of any 
effective Bengali-English bilingual lexicon. The final equivalent English 
query was then fed into the Lucene Search engine for the monolingual 
retrieval of the English documents. The CLEF evaluations suggested the 
need for a rich bilingual lexicon, a good Named Entity Recognizer and a 
better transliterator for CLIR involving Indian languages. The best MAP 
values for Bengali and Hindi CLIR for our experiment were 7.26 and 4.77 
which are 0.20 and 0.13 of our monolingual retrieval, respectively. 
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Bengali, Hindi and Telugu to English Ad-hoc Bilingual task  
 
Sivaji Bandyopadhyay, Tapabrata Mondal, Sudip Kumar Naskar, 
Asif Ekbal, Rejwanul Haque, Srinivasa Rao Godavarthy 
 
Abstract 
This paper presents the experiments carried out at Jadavpur University as 
part of participation in the CLEF 2007 ad-hoc bilingual task. This is our first 
participation in the CLEF evaluation task and we have considered Bengali, 
Hindi and Telugu as query languages for the retrieval from English 
document collection. We have discussed our Bengali, Hindi and Telugu to 
English CLIR system as part of the ad-hoc bilingual task, English IR system 
for the ad-hoc monolingual task and the associated experiments at CLEF. 
Query construction was manual for Telugu-English ad-hoc bilingual task, 
while it was automatic for all other tasks. 
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Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval System for Indian 
Languages 
 
Jagadeesh Jagarlamudi and A Kumaran 
 
Abstract 
This paper describes our first participation in the Indian language sub-task of 
the main Adhoc monolingual and bilingual track in CLEF competition. In 
this track, the task is to retrieve relevant documents from an English corpus 
in response to a query expressed in different Indian languages including 
Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali and Marathi. Groups participating in this 
track are required to submit a English to English monolingual run and a 
Hindi to English bilingual run with optional runs in rest of the languages. 
We had submitted a monolingual English run and a Hindi to English cross-
lingual run. 
 
We used a word alignment table that was learnt by a Statistical Machine 
Translation (SMT) system trained on aligned parallel sentences, to map a 
query in source language into an equivalent query in the language of the 
target document collection. The relevant documents are then retrieved using 
a Language Modeling based retrieval algorithm. On CLEF 2007 data set, our 
official cross-lingual performance was 54.4\% of the monolingual 
performance and in the post submission experiments we found that it can be 
significantly improved up to 73.4\%. 
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Hindi and Telugu to English CLIR using Query Expansion 
 
Prasad Pingali and Vasudeva Varma 
 
Abstract 
This paper presents the experiments of Language Technologies Research 
Centre (LTRC) as part of their participation in CLEF2 2007 Indian language 
to English ad-hoc cross language document retrieval task. In this paper we 
discuss our Hindi and Telugu to English CLIR system and the experiments 
using CLEF 2007 dataset. We used a variant of TFIDF algorithm in 
combination with a bilingual lexicon for query translation. We also explored 
the role of a document summary in fielded queries and two different boolean 
formulations of query translations. We find that a hybrid boolean 
formulation using a combination of boolean AND and boolean OR operators 
improves ranking of documents. We also find that simple disjunctive 
combination of translated query keywords results in maximum recall. 
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FIRE: Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation 
 
Mandar Mitra, Prasenjit Majumder 
 
Abstract 
This talk will present our plans for organizing FIRE, a forum for Information 
Retrieval evaluation, focused on Indian languages. We will start by 
reviewing the basic experimental framework and metrics as represented by 
the Cranfield paradigm. An overview of the main evaluation fora for IR -- 
TREC, CLEF and NTCIR, which are all based on this paradigm, and from 
which FIRE draws inspiration -- will be given. The components of the 
evaluation framework, viz. corpora, search topics, and relevance judgments 
will also be discussed. 
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